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INTRODUCTION
A Snapshot of Brookfield
The City of Brookfield is located in southeastern Wisconsin, in the heart of the Milwaukee
metropolitan area. Incorporated in 1954, Brookfield has matured from a “bedroom”
community to a live, work, shop, and play destination. This transition was planned as
part of the City’s original plan (A Comprehensive Plan Report for Brookfield, Wisconsin,
Stanton & Rockwell, 1959), wherein the City was to become a community of homes
and businesses.
Today, Brookfield enjoys a balanced mix of idyllic residential neighborhoods; modern
commercial and office districts; an interconnected system of parks, greenways, trails;
and access to some of the finest education in the nation. The City has an overnight
population of about 40,000 people and a daytime (including jobs) population of 80,000,
emphasizing its evolution to a full-service community.
The City of Brookfield has a rich history of community planning, which has helped shape
what it is today. Brookfield’s extensive planning efforts continue with this 2050
Comprehensive Plan, designed to provide a blueprint for the Brookfield of the future.

The Purpose for this Plan
This City of Brookfield 2050 Comprehensive Plan (hereinafter often referred to as
“Comprehensive Plan” or simply “Plan”) will help guide physical change and decisionmaking in the City over the next 10 to 25 years to achieve an agreed vision for the
future. Specifically, this new Plan:

 Updates and replaces Brookfield’s 2035 Comprehensive Plan, addressing

emerging issues and opportunities, and meeting State comprehensive planning
requirements. Key differences between the 2035 Master Plan and this updated
Comprehensive Plan are highlighted in appropriate chapters in the document.

 Provides an umbrella under which the City’s more detailed plans will continue to
provide further direction, such as node/neighborhood plans and park and trail
system plans.

 Communicates and provides a path for realizing the City’s 2050 Vision, established
and endorsed by the City’s Common Council in 2020.
 Indicates goals, objectives, policies, and initiatives designed to influence future
growth and change and guide City decision making.

 Provides a framework to enhance community sustainability.
 Balances the community’s vision and goals with private interests in land.
 Identifies different parts of the City appropriate for development, redevelopment,
reinvestment, and preservation, along with the desired types and intensities of
future land uses for the different parts of the City.

 Facilitates vision-focused and consistent day-to-day decision making, including
planning, zoning, and capital improvement decisions.

 Recommends transportation, community facility, and utility improvements and
studies to serve the community now and in the future.
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 Suggests approaches for housing, neighborhoods, and economic growth, along

with the preservation and enhancement of the City’s natural, historic, and cultural
resources.
 Provides detailed strategies for the City to relate to neighboring and overlapping
communities and the surrounding region to cooperatively and collaboratively
implement Plan recommendations.
 Reflects and attempts to reconcile the goals and attitudes of many members of
the Brookfield community who shared their ideas throughout the planning process.
The City has laid out an ambitious, complex, and not easily-achieved vision, which is
described in detail in Chapter One. It is important to remember that the result of any
one strategy or recommendation in this Plan will not signal success or failure of the City’s
vision. Rather, plan implementation will require embarking on an interconnected web
of strategies aimed towards vision achievement.
Building on a Rich Planning Foundation
The City has a strong history of developing and implementing land use, economic
development, park and recreation, and housing planning documents. This Plan seeks to
provide an umbrella for the following more detailed plans and studies, which remain
current and relevant. These documents were formally re-adopted as detailed
components of the City’s comprehensive plan along with this 2050 Comprehensive Plan
document itself.

 Ruby Isle Development Plan and Civic Center Plan 1987-1989 (includes Summary Ruby Isle Development Plan (1987) and Final Report - Civic Center Plan
Conceptual Master Plan (1989)) – amended and updated 1999 & 2001







Wetlands Preservation Plan for the City of Brookfield (1991)







Capitol Drive Corridor Study Number Two (1999)
Brookfield Road and Capitol Drive Node Neighborhood Plan (1999)








City of Brookfield Wetland Acquisition Plan (1992)
Non-Residential Development Landscape Standards (1996)
Residential Development Landscape Standards (1996)
Site Development Standards for Non-Residential Uses (1990 and 1997) – amended
and updated 1997, 2007, 2010, 2014, 2015, & 2016

Moorland Road Plan (1999 and 2000)
Wireless Study Update (2000)
The Calhoun Road and Capitol Drive Node Neighborhood Plan (2000) (includes
The City of Brookfield Node Land Use and Transportation Plan – Supplemental
Transportation Analysis Report (2002))
Flood Mitigation Plan for the City of Brookfield (2001)
Lilly Road and Capitol Drive Neighborhood Plan (2001)
The Calhoun Road South Neighborhood Plan (2001)
Brookfield Interchange Feasibility Study (2002)
Greenway Corridor Recreational Trail Plan (2002)
Revitalizing Brookfield’s Central Business District (2002)
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 Capitol Drive Corridor Infrastructure Analysis and Feasibility Study (2003)
 Executive Summary of Market and Economic Analysis for Redevelopment

Alternatives at the Brookfield Square Mall/Executive Drive Redevelopment Area
(2003)

 124th Street and Capitol Drive Neighborhood Plan (2004) (includes Infrastructure
and Cost or Investment/Benefit Analysis for the 124th Street and Capitol Drive
Redevelopment Area (2007))
 124th Street and Lisbon Road Neighborhood Plan (2007)












124th Street and Bluemound Road Neighborhood Plan (2007)
The Demand for Housing in the City of Brookfield (2008)
Economic Development Program (2008)
Brookfield Historic Inventory Update (2008)
Northwest Gateway Neighborhood Plan (2008)
South Gateway Neighborhood Plan (2009)
Village Area Neighborhood Plan (2012)
The Demand for Apartment Housing Units in Brookfield (2015)
Park and Open Space Plan for the City of Brookfield 2035 (2018)
Bishop’s Woods Neighborhood Plan (2019)

The reader may visit the City of Brookfield Department of Community Development
Comprehensive Plan Library Bibliography at City Hall or on the City’s website
(www.ci.brookfield.wi.us) for a complete list of planning documents.
Overview of the Comprehensive Planning Process
The City carried out a deliberate public process to update this Plan. The City’s Plan
Commission served as the steering committee, providing significant direction on Plan
content. Numerous opportunities for public involvement punctuated the planning
process, including multiple small group stakeholder meetings, interviews, hearings, and
informal input events. The information gathered in the early parts of the planning
process were incorporated into the preparation of the Comprehensive Plan Update.
Drafts of the plan were shared with City staff and the Plan Commission at key intervals
to update the community on the progress of the plan and gain feedback. Following
recommendations from City Staff and Plan Commission, and consideration of public
input, a public hearing was held on March 3, 2020 and the Common Council adopted
this Plan on March 17, 2020.
The Organization of this Plan
The remainder of this Plan is presented in twelve chapters, incrementally laid out to first
communicate and then elaborate upon the guiding principles of the City’s 2050 Vision
statement. This organization by plan principle was selected to reinforce the linkage
between the City’s 2050 Vision and the interrelated approaches to realize that Vision.
The chapters include, in order:
1. Vision
2. Land Use
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3. Housing and Neighborhoods
4. Jobs and Shopping
5. Natural Resources and Recreation
6. Education
7. Sustainability
8. Destinations
9. Transportation
10. Community Value
11. Regionalism
12. Implementation
Aside from the first and last chapters, each chapter includes a goal, objectives,
policies, and detailed programs and initiatives. Appendices (available upon request)
provide background information and public input related to the content of each
chapter.
A Brief Users Guide to the Comprehensive Plan
This Plan intends to be the City’s long-range guide for sustainable future community
growth, development, redevelopment, and preservation. Given the magnitude of this
task, the Plan is a fairly long document. Still, the City has made every effort to create an
implementation-based and user-friendly document.
City officials and staff will use this Comprehensive Plan as a blueprint for coordinated
decision making on planning, zoning, platting, development, infrastructure, and
budgeting issues.
Others who may find this Comprehensive Plan useful include residents, property owners,
business owners, community groups, and other units of government, such as the School
District of Elmbrook. Each of these individuals and groups may have different interests in
the Plan—engaged with understanding and reading particular chapters.
For a broad overview of the City’s desired direction over the next couple of decades,
Chapter One: Vision is a good place to start. This could be supplemented by skimming
though each of the chapter divider pages, which summarize key directions. For an
understanding of how the City intends to interact with neighboring and overlapping
jurisdictions, Chapter Eleven: Regionalism is the place to start. For an understanding of
where the City intends to focus its efforts first—and conversely what other ideas might
have a comparatively lower priority—Chapter Twelve: Implementation is the place to
focus. Otherwise, each of the other chapters provides City policies and directions within
different functional areas, like neighborhoods or land use for instance.
Perhaps most frequently, people will refer to the Comprehensive Plan to learn how a
particular piece of land might be used in a different manner than how it is being used
today. This can be accomplished by following these steps:
1. Check the Future Land Use Map. Map 3, Brookfield’s Future Land Use map, presents
the City’s desired pattern of future land uses, including residential, commercial,
institutional, and mixed-use development. Each parcel within the City has a
particular future land use category assigned to it. The illustrated category represents
the City’s desired future land use for that property. In some cases, the desired future
land use shown is different from the current land use.
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2. Review the Future Land Use Category Description. Chapter Two: Land Use includes a
thorough description of each category shown on the Future Land Use map.
Included in the description is the desired building types and density, examples of
appropriate land uses that fit in that category, and discussion of where each
category is generally mapped within Brookfield. Figure 7: Future Land Use
Categories and Policies Matrix, within Chapter Two, summarizes this information.

3. Review More Detailed Plans and Zoning. The property owner should then learn
whether the land is within one of the City’s Targeted Investment Areas (see Figure 6),
and review the more detailed City node/neighborhood plan for that area if so. In
any case, the property owner should understand the zoning for the property, and
what types of uses and design standards will be considered appropriate for the
property and the design standards the City will utilize to guide the design of any
development project on that property.
4. Discuss Ideas for Development with the City, if Applicable. Before submitting a
formal development proposal, the City requires property owners to talk with City
staff to discuss next steps and share concepts, to best try to align property owner
goals with the City’s vision.
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VISION

L

NINE GUIDING PRINCIPLES:

ocated in the heart of
southeastern
Wisconsin, the City of
Brookfield is a community
of choice for families
and businesses and a
premier, sustainable
place to live, work, shop,
and play.

2O5O
BROOKFIELD
COMPREHENSIVE PLAN

•

Housing and Neighborhoods: Brookfield is a housing
location of choice across generations offering housing
options that preserve the character, vitality, and safety of its
neighborhoods.

•

Jobs and Shopping: Brookfield is a premier commercial and job
center that supplies valuable products and services; embraces
solutions for modern convenience and flexible lifestyles;
cultivates family-supporting careers; and offers the ideal home
base for experiencing the Milwaukee area.

•

Natural Resources and Recreation: Brookfield enjoys vibrant
parks, trails, and restorative natural landscapes; is a careful
steward of water and other resources; and is a center for
culture, recreation, hospitality, and entertainment.

•

Education: Brookfield is known for outstanding schools and
lifetime learning to advance personal success, meet modern
workforce demands, and support entrepreneurship.

•

Sustainability: Brookfield is a sustainable community in all
aspects –from the environment to the economy – and leads in
responsible community growth and redevelopment.

•

Destinations: Brookfield celebrates its unique heritage and
memorable destinations including a vibrant civic district;
commercial corridors; and cultural and recreational
destinations.

•

Transportation: Brookfield recognizes its central location in
Southeast Wisconsin and supports several transportation
options for connections within and outside of the City.

•

Community Value: Brookfield enjoys exceptional services
at reasonable costs, a competitive cost of living, and an
attractive business environment.

•

Regionalism: Brookfield embraces collaboration with
neighboring and overlapping communities and education
providers.

CITY OF BROOKFIELD . WISCONSIN
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CHAPTER ONE: VISION
This chapter summarizes information collected and reported during early stages of the
planning process. This includes an overview of the City’s context, assets and future
opportunities, and community input during the planning process. These data informed
the 2050 Vision, which is a representation of Brookfield’s ideals for itself by the year 2050,
and a future growth and preservation concept, which attempts to geographically
represent the 2050 Vision.
The 2050 Vision statement—the central component of the 2050 Vision—includes nine
principles for future City growth, change, and preservation. Each of the nine principles
has its own chapter later in this Plan. Each of these chapters is designed to elaborate
upon the principle and describe how it will be carried out to achieve the 2050 Vision.
Brookfield’s Position in the Region
Brookfield is centrally positioned in southeastern Wisconsin, which has historically been
anchored by the City of Milwaukee. According to Milwaukee 7, a regional economic
development organization, the future of southeastern Wisconsin is increasingly linked
with that of the Chicagoland area to its immediate south, and with broader regional
trends in the Upper Midwest.
The economy of the Upper Midwest has historically been linked to its natural assets,
including plentiful fresh water for shipping and consumption, great timber reserves to
the north, and its position at the edge of America’s breadbasket (see Figures 1 and 2).
Figure 1: Midwest Natural Features
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Figure 2: Regional Economic Drivers

Within the Upper Midwest, Chicago is the predominant economic center and the
region’s primary portal to the global economy. As the Chicago metropolis continues to
grow, the connection between Milwaukee, southeastern Wisconsin, and Chicago will
continue to strengthen, as depicted in Figure 3: Regional Influences. The continued
growth along Lake Michigan on both sides of the Wisconsin and Illinois border,
enhanced transportation links including the planned widening of Interstate 94 and
increased train service, and increased use of Milwaukee’s Mitchell International Airport
as another major regional airport adds to the gradual unification of regional
economies.
Brookfield’s location provides relatively easy access to a market of over 20 million
people, extending from Chicago to the Twin Cities. The Interstate and rail link
connecting the Chicago, Milwaukee, Madison, and Twin Cities areas has been termed
the “IQ Corridor,” based on the interrelated opportunities of higher education,
research, technology, and knowledge-based economic growth among these areas.
Interstate improvements and intercity passenger rail—with a stop in Brookfield—would
enhance intercity access and the economic connections among places along the “IQ
Corridor.”
Zooming in a bit closer to home, Brookfield is ideally placed along the Interstate 94
corridor, just west of Milwaukee en route to Madison (see Figure 4). This section of
Interstate 94 excels in advanced manufacturing; health care; financial, insurance, and
real estate offices; bio-technology research and development; and higher education.
Because the Milwaukee area cannot grow east, Brookfield will continue to become a
central place in the region.
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This being said, Brookfield will be challenged in the future by the emergence of new
communities along the Interstate 94 corridor between Chicago and Milwaukee, where
there is plentiful open land and perhaps even better transportation access, such as
communities that have multiple access points to interstate highways and current or
potential access to passenger rail. As the region becomes more connected, Brookfield
will need to look to alternative transportation connections that increase access for all
residents and visitors, while reducing the congestion of single-vehicle trips. Additional
housing and newer economic development activities to the west of Brookfield will
influence and challenge the City’s status as a premier retail and housing center in the
future as its own stock of retail and office spaces ages out of current trends, absent
progressive steps to update these spaces.
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Figure 3: Regional Influences
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Figure 4: Brookfield Area Influences
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Brookfield’s Community Profile
Examining key demographic and economic indicators provides a baseline
understanding of the City’s current situation and its opportunities for the future. The
data indicates that Brookfield is an economically robust and stable community with a
number of key assets contributing to its strength. However, Brookfield’s shifting
demographic profile and changing position in the region indicate that the City also
needs to consider new approaches and strategies to maintain success.
Key economic and demographic indicators for the City are as follows:
•

•

•

•
•

•
•

•

The City of Brookfield population grew by 7.8 percent from 1990-2010, while Elm
Grove, Wauwatosa, Butler, West Allis, and Milwaukee each declined in population.
Growth in other municipalities, however, happened at a much faster rates:
Menomonee Falls (32.7 percent), Pewaukee (37.7 percent), Waukesha (24.2
percent), and New Berlin (17.8 percent).
Brookfield’s median age is also on the higher end for the region but is in the middle
range when it comes to percentage of the population under 19. There are
significant numbers of older adults and minors. The median age increased from 42.5
in 2000 to 46.7 in 2017.
Brookfield has some of the most highly educated residents in the region, with nearly
60 percent earning a bachelor’s degree or higher (2017). This is an increase from 49
percent in 2000.
Brookfield has the second-highest home values in the region ($296,800) and
homeownership rate, as well as the highest gross rent ($1,496) (2017).
While the vast majority of housing is owner-occupied, the City saw a decrease in
homeownership from 92 to 87 percent between 1990 and 2017, which is correlated
with an increase in multi-family housing entering the market during the same period.
The age of housing stock shows a lower proportion of housing units built after 2010 as
Brookfield has become increasingly developed and developable land is scarce.
Since 2000, Brookfield’s housing mix has been very consistent in providing increasing
opportunity in each housing type through new development. New subdivisions,
apartment buildings, and condominium projects contributed to the City’s current
housing mix. Between 2000 and 2017, the proportion of single family detached
housing units decreased from 85 to 80 percent; single family attached and two
family each remained constant at six percent and one percent, respectively. There
was a small uptick in multi-family structures with 20 units or more. Within this period,
the estimated number of housing units within structures with 20 units or more grew
from 713 to 1,061. This reflects an increase from five percent to seven percent of the
total housing mix.
The top industries in Brookfield are Educational Services, Health Care and Social
Assistance, Manufacturing, Finance, Insurance, Real Estate, and Professional,
Scientific and Management.

Brookfield is fiscally strong, one of the few Wisconsin municipalities maintaining either
the highest or second highest bond ratings, currently holding a Aa1 bond rating. The
City has a healthy balance of residential and commercial property, and a total
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equalized property value of approximately $7.2 billion, making it the third highest
valued community in Wisconsin. Overall, the current data (2017) on Brookfield’s
economic and demographic conditions shows that it is a stable, affluent community
with modest population growth and residents who tend to be older and well-educated.
While office employment provides a good match to the resident workforce profile, the
aging and higher-income Brookfield population – generally speaking – is not a natural
fit for service, retail, and hospitality employment. Accordingly, many employees in the
City’s stores, restaurants, and other service industry establishments come from outside of
the City. This shapes the City’s transportation and workforce housing needs, as well as
the ability for businesses to compete/attract employees. These issues are discussed in
later chapters of the 2050 Plan.
Appendix A, available upon request, includes a more detailed analysis of existing
conditions, including demographics and trends in the City of Brookfield.
Overview of Community Input
Community input is a primary ingredient in the creation of a future vision for a
community. Numerous public information activities and events afforded Brookfield
residents and other stakeholders the opportunity to express their opinions about the
future vision and priorities for the City. Activities and events included focus group
interviews, public Plan Commission meetings, citizen survey, and public hearings. No
single source of input was used to shape the recommendations in this Plan.
The following points summarize common
community attitudes for future growth and
change as expressed through the various
public information gathering efforts
undertaken in the planning process:

 Work to keep the schools strong, the

community safe, and property taxes
manageable

 Continue to cultivate Brookfield as a
place for families and promote its
cultural diversity.

 Preserve and enhance Brookfield’s

City of Brookfield public meetings

community character and work to
maintain the City’s high quality built
and natural environment.
 Support both private and public efforts to adapt aging retail and office spaces to
changing industry trends, including the impacts of technology on the use of space
and the changing preferences of shoppers and employers.
 Increase bicycle and pedestrian access in the City; particularly with path
connections for schools, neighborhoods, and community and cultural facilities.

 Encourage more diverse housing options to appeal to different generations,
including seniors and young professionals, and housing budgets without
compromising Brookfield’s essential character.
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 Promote Brookfield as a place for higher education and work training by

increasing linkages between the City and educational facilities; by preparing
today’s students for tomorrow’s occupations; and expanding opportunities for
lifelong learning.

 Increase communication between residents and elected officials, and the

accessibility of local government to the people through use of technology where
appropriate.
Appendices of this Comprehensive Plan include additional description of public input
events.
Challenges for the Plan to Address
Based on professional analysis and community input, broad trends for the nation,
region, and area that affect Brookfield and its planning are highlighted below:

 Urbanization. Growth in urban redevelopment and renewed interest in urban

living, increasing expectations for suburban environments to achieve similar
access to amenities.
 Generational Demographics. Generational preferences, particularly seniors and
young adults, have impacts on housing, employment, and retail markets.

 Education. Strong school districts drive community desirability.
 Modernization. Increased focus on Smart City technology (improved monitoring of
infrastructure and utilities, improved geographic information system integration
and utilization), community resiliency, and adaptability.
 Transportation. Increased demand for regional transportation connectivity,
including expanded public transit and multi-modal alternatives.

 Greenspace. Greenway systems and water resources as regional and local assets
and quality of life indicators.
 Retail Pressures. Retail as a changing industry with consumer preference shifts and
land use implications, including big box store vacancies.
Summary of Brookfield’s Assets and Future Opportunities
Brookfield is an established, nearly built-out, mature community, that is neither a first-ring
interior suburb nor an outer-ring bedroom community. Brookfield has a reputation as an
affluent residential community, with shopping focused along Bluemound Road.
However, that is only part of Brookfield’s story. What is surprising to some is that
Brookfield’s daytime population doubles its overnight resident population, indicating
that the City is a significant employment and shopping destination for residents of other
parts of the region.
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Based on public input and
research, Brookfield’s unique assets
are presented in Figure 4. Figure 4
also suggests Brookfield’s future
opportunities via a presentation of
the current influences on the
community from within and near its
borders.
Even as a mostly “built out”
community, it is evident that
City of Brookfield entryway signage on Moorland Road
Brookfield will change between
now and 2050. Capturing the City’s
future opportunities and addressing challenges increases Brookfield’s chance to
positively shape this inevitable change. Brookfield is fortunate to have a number of
opportunities to maintain and enhance the community in the face of a changing
world. Brookfield’s key opportunities are summarized as follows:

 Continuing to evolve as a regional center of jobs, shopping, culture and

entertainment, given that with the Milwaukee region’s continued growth to the
west, Brookfield increasingly becomes a center and a destination rather than a
satellite community.
 Expanding its reputation as a regional destination for business and recreational
visitors with the construction of the Brookfield Conference Center, hotels, and
transportation connections to the region.

 Repositioning aging retail areas as dynamic mixed-use districts, in the face of

aging building and retail formats, shifts in the national retail market that place an
increasing focus on creating "experiences", and competing centers in the region."
Current format could be misread as all aspects being tied to "the national retail
market placing focus" rather than each being an independent challenge to face.

 Repositioning of business centers as the nature of corporate office location

decisions and the conduct of office operations has and will continue to evolve in
some cases into non-traditional forms (e.g., shared office uses, mixed use
campuses, consolidated information technology centers, satellite offices versus
traditional regional centers).

 Improving transportation access to maintain Brookfield’s primacy in this metro

area, meet the needs of a growing metro area, and respond to global economic
shifts.

 Linking housing choices more closely to workforce and evolving community needs,
without compromising Brookfield’s character as a City of mostly single family,
owner-occupied neighborhoods.
 Increasing educational opportunities for children and adults, through
collaborations with local and regional educational providers.

 Maintaining valued open space while also promoting redevelopment and
reinvestment in developed places in the City.
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2050 Vision Statement
Brookfield’s 2050 Vision has been informed by public input as well as discussion with
Brookfield’s elected officials and is presented, described, illustrated, and quantified
through a number of different approaches, which include a vision statement,
illustrations, impact statistics, and detailed descriptions and comparisons to other
possible futures for Brookfield. This chapter of the Comprehensive Plan focuses on the
2050 Vision statement—a short expression of Brookfield in the year 2050 and nine
guiding principles.
Before describing the substance of Brookfield’s 2050 Vision, it is useful to briefly review
that the 2050 Vision can be understood as:

 A presentation of how the City should look and feel by the year 2050.
 An inspirational and positive view of Brookfield’s future that allows the community
to “stretch” and explore its opportunities.

 A platform for the City to take advantage of its place-based assets; emerging

local, regional, national, and global trends; and the opportunities those assets and
trends form.
 A broad framework around which to build more detailed strategies and plans,
including this Comprehensive Plan.
The vision statement, illustrated in Figure 5, is a beacon for community growth and
change over the next 20+ years. Simply stated, Brookfield’s 2050 Vision is:
Located in the heart of Southeastern Wisconsin, the City of Brookfield is a community of
choice for families and businesses and a premier sustainable place to live, work, shop,
and play.
The Vision is elaborated through nine guiding principles, which form the basis for the
organization of the remainder of this Plan and a tool for evaluation of community
performance against the Plan.
The 2050 Vision and principles reflect and advance the City’s 2035 Vision, which was
similarly central to the 2035 Comprehensive Plan. This includes an emphasis on
maintaining a balanced community. The 2050 Vision does, however, represent an
evolution of the 2035 Vision by embracing emerging trends and issues, including an
emphasis on sustainability, housing, and community destinations.
Future Growth and Preservation Concept
Figure 6 represents aspects of the City’s vision that have a geographic reference, and
that provide a second basic construct for the remainder of this Plan and for community
development in general. Brookfield’s residential neighborhoods, Targeted Investment
Areas, and Greenway network are the three most prominent features on this map.
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 Neighborhoods. Brookfield’s existing, predominantly single family neighborhoods

are places where very little land use change is envisioned or desired. Traffic
calming techniques are identified in the City’s policy and can be used as
necessary to minimize cut-through traffic and address traffic speed. Greenway trail
connections will connect
neighborhoods to each
other and key destinations.
The focus in established
neighborhoods, such as on
Brookfield’s east side, will
be on home
modernization for the next
generation. Public safety
will be emphasized
throughout. See Chapter
Three: Housing and
Neighborhoods for more
detail.
 Targeted Investment Areas Brookfield’s single family homes characterize the landscape
(TIAs). The City will
continue to support the use of TIAs, not only as an organizing planning principle,
but as a practical tool to focus new investment. Specifically, land use change will
be focused in Brookfield’s TIAs, often in the form of mixed use development. This
will generate vitality and value within the TIAs, nearby neighborhoods, and the City
as a whole—particularly as current buildings age and market demands shift. Future
development types, density, form, pace, and services will not be identical across
the TIAs—see Chapter Eight: Destinations for more detail. Updated TIA plans will
provide additional detail on the specific opportunities and direction for each TIA.
In addition, the City recognizes that future development types and formats may
evolve, and the City’s TIA plans will therefore continue to be flexible to remain
responsive to social, economic, and design viability.
 Greenways. The City will endeavor to
complete its greenways network for
the multiple recreational, stormwater
management, flood control, and
neighborhood and community
enhancement purposes it serves. Trail
linkages within the greenways will be
completed for both recreation and
transportation purposes, leading to a
more healthy and sustainable
community. See Chapter Five:
Natural Resources and Recreation
for more detail.

Greenway trail in Mitchell Park
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Map 1: Jurisdictional Boundaries
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Figure 5: Vision Statement
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Figure 6: Brookfield’s Future Growth & Preservation Concept
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2
B
HOW WILL WE DO IT?
•

Work to preserve our range of established
neighborhoods and invite resident involvement
when land use change is proposed in the
vicinity.

•

Preserve and enhance our Greenway trail
system as a way to preserve natural areas,
manage stormwater, and connect the places
we live, work, shop, and play.

•

Focus future redevelopment and land use
evolution within our Targeted Investment Areas
and keep plans for these areas up to date.

•

Continue to require high quality development
and encourage designs and landscaping that
enhance Brookfield’s identity.

2O5O
BROOKFIELD
COMPREHENSIVE PLAN

LAND
USE

rookfield encourages
a land use pattern that
reflects our vision as a
full service, sustainable
community; maintains
neighborhoods; protects
greenways; and provides
a platform for economic
growth and redevelopment in
Targeted Investment Areas.

CITY OF BROOKFIELD . WISCONSIN
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CHAPTER TWO: LAND USE
Analyzing and presenting how land in Brookfield should be used over the next 20+ years
is a key aspect of this Plan, crossing over several different principles in the City’s Vision
Statement. This chapter describes the physical places in the community for that vision
to be realized, based on the structure presented in Figure 6: Brookfield’s Future Growth
& Preservation Concept. That graphic suggests that the City is generally divided into
three broad areas of land use: Neighborhoods, Greenways, and Targeted Investment
Areas (TIAs).
This chapter describes the desired future land use pattern in Brookfield through a Future
Land Use map representing different
future land use categories, and
through policies for each of the
categories. More detailed land use
recommendations for the TIAs are
included in Chapter Eight: Destinations,
and through the adopted
neighborhood/node plans covering
these areas.
While this Plan looks out 10 to 30 years,
this chapter (and the Future Land Use
Map in particular) represents the
eventual “build out” of the City. This
could occur before or after 2050
depending on market forces and other
The City’s land use pattern emphasizes quality in building,
factors. Also, after “build out” is
site, and landscape design—regardless of type of land use—
complete, existing developments will,
as exemplified by this business in Brookfield Square.
over time, need to be redeveloped or
“reborn” since buildings naturally become obsolete and existing “product” (building or
sites) become less appealing as a result of market changes or lifestyle preferences.
Land Use Goal
Brookfield encourages a land use pattern that reflects our vision as a full service,
sustainable community; maintains neighborhoods; protects greenways; and provides a
platform for economic growth and redevelopment in Targeted Investment Areas.
Land Use Objectives
1. Accommodate a mix of uses within a finite amount of land, including housing,
quality commercial and mixed use development, and employment-generating
office and light industrial development.
2. Continue to promote the City’s TIAs as centers for future redevelopment and
change.
3. Focus on maintaining the City’s existing neighborhoods and housing stock while
considering market rate housing options within the TIAs.
4. Complete the public greenway/park network for the multiple community benefits
that would be realized.
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Land Use Policies
1. Follow the future land use pattern mapped and described in this Plan when
considering development and land use decisions such as rezoning requests.
2. Maintain adequate acreage for retail, office, light manufacturing, and hospitality
land uses, buffered from nearby housing, to ensure that Brookfield remains a
community with employment opportunities and diversified (e.g. non-residential) tax
base.
3. Collaborate with private property owners, developers, and neighbors to realize the
greatest potential for each new development and redevelopment site envisioned
under this Plan.
4. Actively promote infill development and redevelopment of aging or previously
passed-over sites, mainly within TIAs, for productive uses, engaging in public/private
partnerships as a way to encourage investment.
5. In general, preserve established neighborhoods and public open space while
directing redevelopment and change to TIAs, often in mixed use formats.
6. Ensure smooth transitions and connections between pre-existing, potentially
conflicting neighboring land uses, such as where industrial property abuts residential
neighborhoods, through code enforcement, noise and odor controls, and
vegetation and fencing for buffering.
7. Continue consistent City-wide enforcement of existing building and property
maintenance codes to maintain property values and the overall appearance of
the City.
8. Continue to require high quality (i.e., durable, classic design, safe, orderly)
development and encourage designs that support the community identity goals of
this Plan.
9. Consider appropriate zoning ordinance text and map amendments to achieve the
land use and design recommendations of this Plan, while recognizing that it is not
appropriate to immediately rezone all lands in the City to exactly reflect the Future
Land Use map.
10. Generally, promote the mixture of compatible land uses on the same site and in the
same building as components of redevelopment projects within most TIAs (e.g.,
mixed use development), except where single-use buildings and sites will be more
responsive to the requirements of the site, building, area, or market.
11. Encourage land use patterns and development intensities that facilitate and
complement alternative forms of transportation, including walking, biking, bus
service, and a potential future commuter rail stop.
12. Consider the service delivery impacts upon life safety components, especially the
provision of fire and EMS services and response time impacts of housing and when
mixed uses are stacked vertically.
13. Monitor real estate market conditions relative to the Brookfield market to determine
the viability of current land use policies. Recommend adjustments to land use
policies only after both a thorough analysis and verification of findings and a
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complete vetting of the policy by the Plan Commission. Short-term market trends will
not necessarily create a need or justification for the consideration of policy
adjustments.
Land Use Programs and Initiatives
The City intends to pursue the following initiatives in support of its vision for land use:
Implement the Future Land Use Map
Map 3: Future Land Use illustrates the City’s desired future pattern of land development
on a parcel-by-parcel basis. The map is based on an analysis of a number of sources,
including:







Existing land use patterns,
Existing zoning,
Compatibility with existing and planned transportation infrastructure,
Environmental constraints/regulations,

Detailed node/neighborhood plans for TIAs, and ideas for adjustments to existing
TIA plans and new TIAs,
 The future land use map in the 2035 Comprehensive Plan (as amended since its
adoption),

 Adopted City categorical plans such as for parks and greenways,
 Other community-wide, corridor or area plans, and
 Other ideas that have emerged during this planning process.
The Future Land Use map and the descriptions, policies, and initiatives in this chapter will
guide future zoning map changes (rezonings), conditional use permits, and other
development and redevelopment decisions in Brookfield over the next 10 to 30 years.
Changes in land use and zoning to implement the recommendations of this Plan will
generally be initiated by property owners and developers, except where the City
observes a significant discrepancy between the desired future land use pattern shown
on the Future Land Use map and current zoning, or where an implementation strategy
of a planning document recommends a rezoning. Neither the Future Land Use map nor
this Comprehensive Plan as a whole automatically compels property owners to change
the current use of their land unless otherwise required by law. Similarly, this Plan does not
compel the City to immediately update its zoning map to coincide with the future use
vision expressed on the Future Land Use map. There are a number of good reasons why
certain lands may not be “ripe” for their long-term future land use immediately
following adoption of this Plan. These include accommodations for places where there
are current land uses that are expected to remain viable in the short term, City
prioritization for the redevelopment or infill of certain sites over others in the short term,
and the availability of public infrastructure such as sanitary sewer, municipal water,
road capacities, pedestrian facilities, or other public facilities to serve more intensive
development. With respect to this infrastructure criterion, the City will support zoning
changes to implement the recommendations of this Plan where existing infrastructure
has adequate or excess capacity, or where planned improvements to infrastructure are
cost-effective, provide a justifiable return on the capital investment, and will be
implemented to serve new development or a phase thereof, in a time frame
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coincident with the onset of the new demand generated by the development,
enabled by such zoning approvals.
As a companion and integral to the Future Land Use map, Figure 7: Future Land Use
Categories and Policies Matrix provides a description of the future land use categories
used on that map, including a description of densities, zoning options, and
development policies. This Matrix should be consulted when considering land use
decisions. Further, the detailed node/neighborhood plans for the TIAs often include
more specific design standards for land use changes in those areas.
The following pages describe the future land use categories depicted in the Future
Land Use map and the Future Land Use Categories and Policies Matrix. Each set of
future land use categories includes several photo examples. Not all of these photos are
of development in the City. Photos from other communities were used where a
particular type of land use was not currently present in Brookfield or where a photo from
another community provided an excellent example of that type of future
development.
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Housing Focused Future Land Use Categories
This group of future land use categories is
intended to accommodate a variety of housing
choices in a range of types and densities, of a
quality and mix that retains Brookfield’s prevailing
neighborhood character. The City supports a
diversity of housing types within areas that have
the least impact of Brookfield’s neighborhoods,
principally within the TIAs.
The “lower density housing” category is primarily
for areas planned for single-family detached
residences on spacious lots, and is mapped over
large parts of the City. Very little change from
existing land use patterns are envisioned for these
areas, which are largely built out.
The “medium density housing” category is
intended to accommodate mostly single-family
residences on smaller lots or small, multi-unit
residential buildings in more compact
development patterns. The “higher density
housing” category accommodates multi-family
developments with high quality building materials
and generous landscaping.
Medium and higher density housing areas are
mapped near the Village Area, areas south of
Interstate 94, and along other major
thoroughfares, where public facilities, shopping
and services, and transportation options are or will
be available.
Throughout all areas planned for housing-focused
development, the City will encourage high-quality
architectural design, lasting building materials,
amenity-filled neighborhood environments, and
buildings that can reasonably be serviced by fire
and police personnel to ensure public safety.
Other low-intensity land uses compatible with a
single neighborhood setting—such as elementary
schools, neighborhood or pocket parks and
playgrounds and home occupations—will also be
considered within housing-focused future land use
categories, per zoning standards.

Examples of Housing Focused Development
(the 3rd and 4th photos are of development outside of Brookfield)
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Shopping/Services Focused Future Land Use
Categories
This group of future land use categories is
intended to accommodate a variety of
shopping, commercial services, and hospitality
uses. Examples of types of uses that will be
allowed in such areas include restaurants, retail
stores, personal and professional services, and
hotels. Densities will be in accordance with the
Future Land Use map and Matrix. The zoning
districts that relate to and implement this group
of future land use categories will provide more
detailed guidance on the range of permitted
uses and densities. In some cases, existing districts
within the current zoning ordinance will provide
the applicable guidance or standards. In other
cases, new districts may need to be created.
New site and development design will be
characterized by modest signage, high quality
building materials and architectural design, and
generous landscaping to build on Brookfield’s
image as a “Garden City” (see Chapter Eight:
Destinations for further explanation of this
concept). Zoning districts used over these areas
will provide more detailed design guidance and
standards. Also, Chapter Eight: Destinations and
the detailed node/ neighborhood plans include
design advice where a Shopping/Services
Focused area is also within a TIA.
Shopping/Services Focused areas are mapped
on the Future Land Use map along the
Bluemound Road and Capitol Drive corridors,
and around intersections of major streets in other
parts of the City.
In addition, institutional buildings, of size and
scale not exceeding that of buildings in the
immediate context of their proposed location,
and accompanying land uses, such as religious
uses or places of worship, medical buildings,
residential care facilities, etc. may be located in
Shopping/Services Focused areas based on their
size and intensities of use.

Examples of Shopping/Services Focused Development
(the 3 and 4th photos are of development outside of Brookfield)
rd
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Employment Focused Future Land Use Categories
This group of future land use categories is
intended to accommodate high-quality office,
research and development, light indoor
manufacturing, data processing, and other
jobs-focused uses. This group of categories also
encompasses support uses for office and
business parks, such as banks and childcare
centers. Densities will be in accordance with
the Future Land Use map and Matrix. The
zoning districts that relate to and implement
this group of future land use categories will
provide more detailed guidance on the range
of permitted uses and densities. In some cases,
existing districts within the current zoning
ordinance will provide the applicable
guidance and standards. In other cases, new
districts may need to be created.
New site and development design will be
characterized by modest signage, high quality
building materials and architectural design,
generous landscaping, and heavily screened
loading and storage areas. Off-site impacts—
noise, odors, etc.—will be kept to a minimum.
More modest landscaping treatments and
building materials may be allowed for sites that
do not front major streets in the City’s older
industrial areas, such as in the North 124th Street
corridor area. Zoning districts used over
Employment Focused areas will provide more
detailed design guidance and standards. Also,
Chapter Eight: Destinations and the detailed
node/neighborhood plans include design
advice where an Employment Focused Area is
also within a TIA.
Employment Focused areas are mapped on
the Future Land Use map in the City’s existing
and future office and industrial parks, in the
Examples of Employment-Focused Development
North 124th Street corridor, and in the
(the 1st, 3rd, and 4th photos are of development
Bluemound Road/Interstate 94 corridor. In
outside of Brookfield)
addition, institutional buildings, of size and
scale not exceeding that of buildings in the immediate context of their proposed
location, and accompanying land uses, such as religious uses or places of worship,
medical buildings, residential care facilities, etc. may be located in Employment
Focused areas based on their size and intensities of use.
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Mixed Use Future Land Use Categories
The Mixed Use future land use category is intended
to accommodate vibrant mixed use developments
that will function as community activity centers and
provide live-work-shop-play environments. As such,
this set of future land use categories is intended for a
carefully planned, deliberately designed, but flexible
mix of housing, shopping, employment, and
recreation uses within a range of formats and
densities as described in the Matrix. Such mixed uses
will frequently be integrated within the same
development site and/or in the same building, such
as ground floor shopping with upper story housing or
office. The City will entertain single use (e.g.,
commercial only, residential only) development
projects in Mixed Use areas only where the City is
convinced that mixed use development will not be
feasible within the 30-year planning period or the
provision of public safety cannot reasonably be
provided at present or in the near term under
dedicated improvements to levels of service. The
City has the responsibility to be reasonable in the
application of this standard by taking input seriously
from developers and property owners regarding
market viability and financing conditions of
implementing this standard.
Zoning districts used over Mixed Use areas will
provide more detailed use, density, and design
guidance. In particular, planned unit development
(and possibly transit oriented development) zoning
options will be particularly useful to apply to these
areas. In some cases, existing districts within the
current Zoning ordinance will provide the applicable
guidance and standards. In other cases, new districts
may need to be created. Also, Chapter Eight:
Destinations and the detailed node/neighborhood
plans include design advice where a Mixed Use Area
is also within a TIA. Mixed Use areas are mapped on
the Future Land Use map in various TIAs, particularly
along and near Brookfield Square, Capitol Drive
corridor, Bishop’s Woods, and the Village Area.

Examples of Mixed Use Development
(the 1 and 4 photos are of development outside of Brookfield)
st
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Nature, Recreation, & Community Facilities Land Use Categories
This group of future land use categories focuses in particular (but not exclusively) on
publicly owned lands and buildings, including public open spaces, recreational
facilities, and institutional uses. This group includes:

 Lands that are currently zoned

Conservancy, Upland
Conservancy, Upland Preservation,
and Wetland within the City of
Brookfield. These lands are
intended for protection based on
their environmental significance,
sensitivity, and/or flood protection.
The reader should note that the
Future Land Use map does not
attempt to depict primary or
secondary environmental corridors,
as defined and mapped by the
Southeastern Wisconsin Regional
Planning Commission. Where these Conservancy areas provide permanent open space in Brookfield
corridors coincide with fielddelineated wetland or
protected upland boundaries,
the mapping of City zoning
districts will correspond with
the corridor boundaries.
 Existing and planned public
parks and recreation areas.
These are mapped per the
City’s adopted park and
greenway plans—see also
Chapter Five: Natural
Resources and Recreation.

A modern shelter in Mitchell Park provides gathering space
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 Existing and planned public buildings,

schools, religious institutions,
electrical substations, and health care
facilities. Planned institutional uses
may be appropriate in various
nonresidential future land use
categories, with larger-scale
institutional uses generally
acceptable in Shopping/Services
Focused, Employment Focused, and
Mixed Use areas, and only planned
smaller-scale institutional uses such as
an eight-bed or smaller community
The Wilson Center for the Arts
based residential facility, elementary
schools, home occupations, and
others stated above, are generally acceptable in residential areas. Existing
institutional uses located in residential areas at the time of Plan adoption are
intended to be grandfathered or protected under contemplated amendments to
the City zoning code. It is anticipated these code amendments will also create
standards for the review and consideration of planned institutional uses. Nothing in
this Plan shall be deemed to create inconsistency between the zoning approvals
granted for such institutional uses, as described in this section, and the remainder
of the Plan. In some instances, the Future Land Use Map depicts existing largerscale “institutional residential” land uses (e.g., assisted living facilities, community
living arrangements) as Community Facilities. These areas could, at a later date,
instead be shown as other recommended future land use categories to direct
future land use change, when it may be proposed. This issue will continue to be
discussed and considered by the City.
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Use this Comprehensive Plan Document and TIA Plans in Concert
Wisconsin’s planning law requires that land use decisions, such as zoning and land
divisions, be consistent with its comprehensive plan. In Brookfield, this is somewhat
complex and layered, because the City is guided not only by this 2050 Comprehensive
Plan document, but also by its detailed node/neighborhood plans for the TIAs, which
have been re-adopted as detailed components of this 2050 Comprehensive Plan.
In the future, the City may consider establishment of new TIAs and preparation and
adoption of plans for these areas. See Chapter Eight: Destinations for recommendations
regarding preparing and integrating new TIA plans into this Comprehensive Plan.
The City will take the following approaches when considering development proposals
for properties within TIAs:

 Use the Comprehensive Plan (including this document and the TIA plans) as a

basic daily decision-making guide for all zoning and land division actions.
Development and redevelopment projects will be considered for approval based
on their consistency with the recommendations of the Comprehensive Plan (this
document and TIA plans), as well as ordinance requirements.
 Recognize that the node/neighborhood plans for the TIAs often provide very
specific land use, lot/road layout, and development design ideas. These should
generally be perceived as design concepts or illustrations, not iron-clad
recommendations which must be followed exactly when development proposals
actually come forward. The key is whether the essential vision and concepts are
carried forward within the basic outlines of the details in the TIA plans.

 Update existing TIA plans as may be necessary to achieve consistency with the

advice contained in this “umbrella” Comprehensive Plan document. That advice
is included in Chapter Eight: Destinations and Figure 14: Major Plan
Implementation Activities. Once each recommended TIA plan is revised, it should
be re-adopted as a detailed component of this main Comprehensive Plan
document.

 Develop and implement a process for reviewing, evaluating, and updating the
Comprehensive Plan and the neighborhood/node plans to ensure that
recommendations are current and relevant (see Chapter Twelve:
Implementation).

Adopt Amendments to Zoning and Subdivision Ordinances
The City’s zoning and subdivision ordinances have been updated and amended over
the years to serve as modern tools for growth, development, and preservation. These
have, in particular, included adjustments over time to address the performance and
design attributes of new development, such as through the Modified Suburban Overlay
district.
At the present time, the City’s conditional use zoning tool is under review to
accommodate and address impacts of recent changes to state laws. Other
adjustments to zoning and subdivision ordinances will be considered in order to
maximize the implementation of the land use directions within this overall
Comprehensive Plan. These include consideration of the following:
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 Standards to advance more sustainable building and site design, such as for

greater solar and wind access and stormwater infiltration. Some communities are
instituting point based systems into their zoning ordinances. These are aimed at
achieving greater sustainability in new development projects, while allowing
developer flexibility in deciding how best to achieve sustainability goals.

 Provisions for implementing a voluntary historic preservation-based zoning district,

as described more fully in Chapter Eight: Destinations.
 A requirement for a detailed site inventory and analysis as part of site plan and
land division submittal processes, to uncover natural, historic, and other site
features most worthy of preservation and/or careful integration into development
plans.
 A Transit Oriented Development (TOD) zoning district, or a TOD development
pattern option within the Modified Suburban Overlay District, to accommodate
this mixed use development form in very limited areas of the City where higherdensity development may be appropriate, such as near the Moorland Road
interchange or in the Village Area. TOD is defined and discussed further in Chapter
Eight.

 Additional provisions or standards to establish or encourage a unique architectural
design and building form motif within
each of the different TIAs. This would
diversify the look and experience in
each of the TIAs as future
redevelopment occurs. The City has
developed zoning district and design
guidelines for various TIAs. As needed,
the City will explore adopting design
standards for areas of high
development interest, high
redevelopment potential, and/or high
concern for integrity of neighborhood.
 Exploration of the potential and details
for an expedited approval process or
Architectural details on a business on Bluemound
other assistance for smaller
Road add character to building design
development projects, provided that
the same design standards are met regardless of project size. This may reduce
development costs for smaller, locally-owned businesses, which can help
contribute to a unique character within individual TIAs and in Brookfield as a
whole.
 A pre-General Plan process for proposed Planned Development District projects,
and perhaps similar large-scale projects in other districts, to allow for general
reaction by City officials before a more formal application is submitted.

 Refine the current requirement for preparing traffic impact analyses and, in

appropriate circumstances, travel demand management plans for development
projects exceeding a certain size or intensity threshold, in order to more
systematically control traffic increases and provide for appropriate on- and offsite
transportation improvements.
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 Consider a formal requirement to assess the service delivery impacts upon life

safety components, especially the provision of fire and EMS services and response
time impacts of housing and when mixed uses are stacked vertically. An impact
assessment report should be prepared by the Fire Department prior to project
review by the Plan Commission.

 Refinements to the Modified Suburban Overlay (MSO) District regulations to reflect

desired standards for development in a more clear and equitable manner.
 Other recommendations may evolve as the Plan moves forward and economic or
environmental conditions change in TIAs.
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Map 2: Existing Land Use
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Map 3: Future Land Use Map
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Figure 7: Future Land Use Categories and Policies Matrix
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3

HOUSING AND
NEIGHBORHOODS

B

rookfield is a housing location of choice across generations
offering housing options that preserve the character, vitality, and
safety of its neighborhoods.

HOW WILL WE DO IT?

2O5O
BROOKFIELD
COMPREHENSIVE PLAN

•

Retain our character as a
predominately single family, owner
occupied community.

•

Maintain and celebrate the safety,
attractiveness, and function of our
neighborhoods, introducing traffic
calming and other improvements where
warranted.

•

Promote maintenance and renovation
of our existing housing stock to keep
older neighborhoods attractive and to
bring in the next generation of families
to Brookfield.

•

Allow a broader range of housing
types within Targeted Investment
Areas for empty nesters, young adults
and couples, and employees of our
businesses.
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CHAPTER THREE: HOUSING AND NEIGHBORHOODS
Attractive neighborhoods and housing are some of the City’s greatest assets. For this
reason, the desire to preserve and enhance Brookfield’s neighborhoods is the first of
nine overarching principles within the City’s 2050 Vision. At the same time, market
changes, demographic shifts, the aging housing supply, and employment demands
suggest that the City cannot simply focus on the status quo when it comes to housing.
This chapter describes the City’s directions with respect to neighborhood preservation
and housing for the next 30 years, in light of past studies, future needs, community
character, legal requirements, and the City’s 2050 Vision.
Housing and Neighborhoods Principle (Goal)
Brookfield is a housing location of choice across generations, offering housing options
that preserve the character, vitality, and safety of its neighborhoods.
Housing and Neighborhoods Objectives
1. Maintain and enhance the safety,
attractiveness, and function of the City’s
neighborhoods, making public
improvements where necessary.
2. Promote the long-term maintenance and
renovation of the existing housing stock.
3. Support new and rehabilitated housing
options that help retain and attract and
the next generation of families to
Brookfield.
4. Encourage a broader range of housing
types, densities, and costs in pre-planned
areas (e.g., in Targeted Investment
Single family home in Brookfield
Areas), while preserving the integrity and
overall composition of existing neighborhoods and the City as a whole.
Housing and Neighborhoods Policies
1. Recognize that the City’s existing array of high-quality housing and neighborhoods
are a key community asset, and work to ensure that that asset is protected over
time.
2. Encourage initiatives that strengthen existing neighborhoods through the
maintenance and rehabilitation of the housing stock; promotion of home
ownership; creative reuse of vacant or under-utilized buildings; compatible infill
development; and the development, maintenance, and improvement of parks,
streets, and other public infrastructure. To achieve this policy, the City intends to
monitor the level of remodeling activity annually through analyzing building permit
data.
3. Ensure that new housing (either through redevelopment or infill of vacant lots)
complements the character and scale of existing homes while still allowing for
neighborhood reinvestment.
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4. Plan for a sufficient supply of housing to accommodate a variety of income levels,
age groups (including young families and seniors), household sizes, and people with
special needs. An updated housing market study could be one way to determine
what constitutes a sufficient supply.
5. Support the intentional design of new and existing housing units to promote
accessibility for people of all abilities, such as zero-step entries, “paths of travel”
considerations, and wide doors and hallways.
6. Incorporate high quality, market rate multi-family housing on mixed use infill and
redevelopment sites within Targeted Investment Areas (TIAs). The TIAs are generally
where streets and sidewalks can handle increased amounts of traffic and there is
access to parks, shopping, and other community facilities. Infrastructure capacities,
such as City water and sanitary sewer services, will need to be evaluated as new
development or redevelopment occurs. The City will enforce high-quality design for
all new and expanded multi-family housing development projects.
7. Consider the service delivery impacts upon life safety components, especially the
provision of fire and EMS services and response time impacts of housing and when
mixed uses are stacked vertically. An impact assessment report should be prepared
by the Fire Department prior to project review by the Plan Commission.
8. Explore a variety of creative
means to attract young families
to Brookfield, including a housing
component (e.g., expand
housing options for seniors/empty
nesters to remain in Brookfield
while moving out of the housing
typically sought by young
families) and a neighborhood
environment that is supportive of
younger families (e.g., upgraded
park equipment).
Smaller single family homes, like this one in the City,
9. Explore alternative types of
provide housing options for young families in Brookfieldhousing and neighborhood
designs that foster interaction
among neighbors, build community, and cater to a range of household types, life
stages, and lifestyles. Pocket neighborhoods – clusters of smaller-scale houses or
apartments around common greenspace – are one example of such a concept.
10. Promote development of an adequate supply of high-quality senior/empty nester
housing options. Encourage such developments to locate in TIAs and other areas
close to services that seniors typically require, including public transit.
11. Support and promote the continuation of effective police patrols and block watch
programs that help ensure the security and safety of City neighborhoods.
12. Improve connectivity between neighborhoods, and between neighborhoods and
amenities such as shopping, employment areas, schools, and parks, particularly
through an integrated system of bike and pedestrian ways. Reconcile through a
public process which of these systems should be lighted.
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Housing and Neighborhoods Programs and Initiatives
The City intends to pursue the following initiatives in support of its vision for housing and
neighborhoods:
Preserve the Integrity and Quality of Neighborhoods
Given that the City has limited greenfield sites available for new residential
development, continued reinvestment in Brookfield’s neighborhoods is essential. The
City’s quiet, spacious neighborhoods remain desirable for many homebuyers. Per the
City’s 2008 Demand for Housing in the City of Brookfield report, this is expected to
continue. In addition to the inherent qualities of the houses and neighborhoods
themselves, excellent local educational options for children; continued investments in
parks, trails, and pedestrian connections; and employment opportunities all make for
an exceptional residential environment.
The City intends to protect, enhance, and celebrate the City’s high-value housing and
predominately single-family neighborhoods as one of Brookfield’s greatest assets,
through the following approaches:

 In general, directing future land use changes to TIAs, and discouraging major land

use changes within single family neighborhoods, as emphasized throughout this
Plan. The City is considering modifications to the conditional use section of its
Zoning Code to potentially reduce the impacts of non-residential uses permitted to
be constructed in single- family zoned neighborhoods.
 Discouraging construction of more houses on pre-existing, deep and/or wide platted
residential lots, except within defined TIAs or where the division and future home
construction would not fundamentally change the character of the neighborhood.
The City will maintain its existing ordinance implementing this policy.

 To increase neighborhood pride and organization, supporting private efforts to

identify them such as through entrance monuments or decorative lighting, and
supporting the establishment or reformation of neighborhood associations, if desired.

 Pursuing and continuing options to improve safety of entrances-exits to

neighborhoods, bike and pedestrian connections and safety, and traffic calming
within neighborhoods, in part by inviting nominations from neighborhoods and
evaluating them against pre-set criteria and budget constraints.

 Continuing developer-initiated, staff attended and facilitated neighborhood

meetings in advance of any new development or redevelopment project that
includes or abuts that neighborhood and that requires a rezoning or conditional
use approval as a means to understand each other’s interests and refine proposals
before they reach the more formal City application process.

 Continuing neighborhood patrols, encouraging neighborhood watch efforts, and

pursuing other initiatives as appropriate to keep neighborhoods safe.
 Utilize the City’s website as a resource for informing residents of events (e.g., Arbor
Day, Earth Day) generated and centered around volunteer efforts to help
maintain public places (e.g., parks, schools) within neighborhoods.

 Investing in infrastructure maintenance (e.g., repairing roads, maintaining sanitary
sewers and storm sewers, and replacing aging park equipment) as necessary.
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 Targeting older 1950s/60s era neighborhoods as areas that may require some

focused attention (e.g., maintenance, remodeling, etc.) through the year 2050
(see further initiative below).

Invite the Next Generation of Neighbors
The City’s mostly single-family housing stock with multiple bedrooms is the predominant
form of residence and is well suited for families. In addition, excellent public and private
education options, Brookfield’s central location in the region, high quality community
services with relatively low taxes, and proximity to a wealth of jobs and services all
contribute to the City’s attractiveness for parents and children alike.
Given the City’s existing attributes and assets—and the continued need to reinvent and
re-energize any community that is to remain strong—the City will actively promote
Brookfield as a family friendly community. However, this is not meant to ignore or divert
energies away from the housing/businesses mix that Brookfield has promoted since its
incorporation. The City intends to enhance its housing component by pursuing an
initiative aimed at bringing a new set of young families to owner-occupied housing in
Brookfield, through the following approaches:

 Positioning the City’s older 1950s/60s era housing as attainable options for young

families forming in the community, already in the region, or returning to Brookfield.

 Exploring a partnership with

the School District of
Elmbrook, Brookfield
Academy, other education
partners, and the real estate
community to develop a
marketing campaign
focused on the City’s high
quality education system
and excellent quality of life
(e.g., “Welcome to our
Brookfield has a wide range of single family housing options, like this
Family” campaign). The
ranch house in the City, to accommodate different tastes and incomes
campaign could also
address misconceptions within the region about the perceived barriers to entry of
Brookfield’s housing market. According to the 2017 American Community Survey,
the median value of owner-occupied homes in the City is $296,800.
 Continuing to support senior housing and other housing options for older residents,
in part to enable “turnover” of the existing housing stock to a new generation of
residents. It is important to both keep as many of that older generation in
Brookfield that wishes to stay here, and to free up their former, larger housing for a
new set of families if older residents choose to move.
 Continuing to expand community amenities, such as trails and other recreational
options, continuing education nearby for parents, and a strong school system.
These ideas are described more fully in the Education and Natural Resources and
Recreation chapters.

 Exploring other creative means to attract young families to Brookfield.
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Promote Lifecycle Housing Options to Serve Changing Demographics
A community’s housing stock is the true fabric that holds a community together.
Brookfield supports expanding the range of appropriate housing options and making
existing housing more attractive to new residents, in order to support the continued
economic success of the
community and well-being of its
residents.
Wisconsin Statutes require that
comprehensive plans include
policies and programs for lowand moderate-income housing.
In Brookfield, the real estate
economics of developing new
affordable housing for low- and
moderate-income people is
challenging. High land values,
very limited vacant land, and
high development design
The City’s TIAs host a range of multi-family housing options
standards and costs make
including these condominiums located off Capitol Drive
development of lower-priced
housing difficult in Brookfield. City codes do not stipulate the architectural design of
single-family homes or the composition of building materials. Past and present
standards for single-family design have been established by private covenants and
restrictions.
In order to provide a variety of housing options for different household types, lifestyles,
and life stages, the City will accommodate new housing options in TIAs. Some of these
options include "pocket neighborhoods" or other more dense forms of single-family
neighborhoods, condominiums of different configurations and sizes, and market rate
apartments to accommodate the local workforce and housing for people of all ages.
Due to land and building economics mentioned above, achieving affordability for
lower-income individuals and families may remain a challenge, but the TIAs will offer
housing options besides a traditional single family home.
Because the size of the population of older households will grow significantly over the
planning period, the City must also be aware of and prepare for the housing needs of
seniors. Providing new housing options in the community is one approach. Home
modification/accessibility activities and demand for support services will increase as
some older adults will prefer to age in place. Another market opportunity or need to
anticipate may be to “condo-ize” conventional homes in terms of maintenance and
repairs, yard care, snow removal and related services. As single-family homeowners
age, services more frequently available in multi-family condominium projects will
appeal to single-family homeowners. The desire to avoid maintenance is one reason
why many empty-nesters prefer condominiums.
An approach for addressing housing for persons with moderate incomes through the
City’s existing housing stock is described in the next section.
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Living Wage
A component of community affordability is the cost of living, which is a combination of
a multitude of factors including income, housing, transportation, food, childcare, and
other costs. One way to quantify and compare geographic area’s cost of living is
through the living wage calculation. Living wage is defined as an hourly rate that an
individual must earn to support their family working full time. The calculation uses
geographically specific expenditure data to find an individual’s basic necessity costs.
In Waukesha County, the living wage for one adult with one child is $25.12 an hour, and
for two working adults with two children, it is $16.27 an hour. Both figures are
comparable to those of the surrounding counties and the metro area as a whole;
however, both also exceed the state’s average per hour rate of $24.67 and $16.04,
respectively. In fact, outside of the Milwaukee metro area, only Dane County has a
higher living wage than Waukesha County. (Source: Living Wage Calculator, MIT, 2018)

Examining Housing Affordability of Brookfield’s Existing Housing Stock
Low to moderate income households are generally defined as those that earn no more
than 80 percent of the median household income in the County in which a community
is located. According to the 2017 American Community Survey (ACS), the median
household income for Waukesha County was $81,140; 80 percent of that median
income is $64,912. Further, the US Department of Housing and Urban Development
(HUD) defines housing affordability as spending no more than 30 percent of household
annual income on housing costs, anything above 30 percent is known as being
“housing cost burdened.” Therefore, a household making 80 percent of the county’s
median income ($64,912), spending 30 percent of their total income on housing, would
have approximately $19,473 per year, or $1,623 per month to spend on housing.
One way to quantify housing affordability within a community is to analyze the number
of households that are housing cost burdened. Essentially, a household that pays
greater than 30 percent of its total income towards housing costs is forced to make
tradeoffs and sacrifices when it comes to other necessities such as saving money,
transportation expenses, medical costs, food, or other necessities. This can make it very
difficult to create any kind of financial stability overtime. In Brookfield, the number of
households that spend greater than 30 percent of their total income on housing is 13
percent or nearly 2,000 households. Additionally, the number of households spending
over 50 percent of their total income on housing is 10 percent of all households. These
households are considered “extremely housing cost burdened.”(Source: U.S. HUD 2018)
Another way to analyze the affordable housing situation is through the median rent and
median home value. First, using the county median figures above, a household
spending 30 percent of their total income would spend roughly $1,623 per month on
housing. This equates to a market rate housing in the $1,000-$1,300 per month range,
plus utilities. The median rent in Brookfield is $1,496 per month. (Source: U.S. Census, ACS,
2017.)Therefore, there are rental housing options in Brookfield that are affordable to
moderate income households. Although some rental housing options are available,
housing availability and affordability to those making less than 80 percent of the area
median income is very limited in Brookfield. For those households making 60 percent of
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the county median income ($48,684), affordable housing costs come to $1,217 per
month. Of the approximately 1,800 total rental units in the City, there are only 340 units
(or 18 percent) that have a gross rent less than $1,000 a month. Basically, that leaves
any fixed income household making less than 60 percent of the county’s median
income with very few rental options in Brookfield. (Source: U.S. Census, ACS, 2017.)
In terms of owner-occupied housing, most moderate-income households in Waukesha
County cannot afford the median valued home in Brookfield, which is $296,800.
However, there are some options. In the City, there are an estimated 1,542 housing units
valued at $200,000 or less, which is approximately 12 percent of the housing stock. To
put that in perspective, a 30-year mortgage loan of $160,000 at 5.5 percent interest
(assuming a 20 percent down payment on a $200,000 house and no private mortgage
insurance), plus utilities and property taxes, would be around $1,400 per month. This is
very close to 30 percent of the monthly income calculated above ($1,623) for a
household earning 80 percent of county median income. Therefore, there are
approximately 1,500 housing units in Brookfield that may be affordable to moderate
income households. For those households only making 60 percent of the county
median income, $1,217 per month, affordable owner-occupied units are scarce. There
are only 6.5 percent owner-occupied housing units with a mortgage in the City that
cost less than $1,000 a month. Overall, the existing housing stock within the City does
provide some moderately-priced rental and owner-occupied options, but for any
household at or below 60 percent of the county median income, it is very difficult to live
in Brookfield. (Source: U.S. Census, ACS, 2017.)
Generational Mapping Analysis
The Generational Mapping Analysis is shown in Figure 8. The purpose of the analysis is to
show where Millennials and Baby Boomers are living now and what types of
housing/neighborhoods they tend to choose. For the purpose of this analysis, Millennials
include individuals aged 18-34, and Baby Boomers include individuals aged 55-74. This
map shows the following within a 20-minute drive of Brookfield:
•

Concentrations of Baby Boomers (i.e. census block groups were more than 40%
of households are headed by an individual aged 55-74)

•

Concentrations of Millennials (i.e. census block groups were more than 33% of
households are headed by an individual under 34)

•

Five Baby Boomer concentrations and seven Millennial concentrations for further
analysis. These concentrations were selected primarily due to proximity to
Brookfield and strong prevalence of Millennial or Boomer households. For each of
these selected areas, housing and income characteristics from the latest ACS
and a brief summary of the built environment/housing stock in that location are
provided.

Key takeaways from comparing the 12 selected areas include the following:
•

While people of all ages live in all parts of the 20-minute drive time radius, the
places where Millennials are concentrated differ significantly from the places
where Boomers are concentrated.
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•

In the selected Boomer concentrations, incomes are generally higher, housing is
predominately owner-occupied and single family, and household sizes are
generally larger.

•

In the selected Millennial concentrations, all but two of the areas are more than
50 percent two/multi-family (i.e. less than 50 percent single family). Several older
and newer style apartment developments are present in the Millennial
concentrations, which was not the case in Boomer concentrations. In all seven
Millennial areas, more than 50 percent of residents are renters.

•

No pattern was observed in the median home values across the 12 selected
areas based on the concentrations of Boomers/Millennials. Rather, median home
values are lower in Milwaukee County and higher in Waukesha County for the
selected areas.

•

Within 20 minutes of Brookfield, there is Millennial demand for housing that is not
owner-occupied single family housing. Brookfield could consider expanding
alternative housing options to capture a wider share of the market.

Recognize County Housing Plans
The City recognizes that it is part of a larger region which includes other planning
agencies. The City supports the efforts of nonprofit housing organizations that address
housing needs at a regional level as an important component of a healthy region.
Further, the Comprehensive Development Plan for Waukesha County and other
supporting documents include recommendations for the provision of an adequate
number and range of housing options to meet future housing needs based on housing
needs projections. Housing recommendations in the County’s plan include:

 Working with municipalities to study the feasibility of an affordable housing trust

fund to assist in meeting the projected employment housing needs.
 Supporting the inclusion of accessory units and “live-work-units” to help provide
affordable housing as well as affordable office or work space for entrepreneurs
(i.e., small businesses and home-based businesses). The City’s Village Area Plan
includes similar recommendations for this area.
 Utilizing existing local, state, and federal programs to educate young adults and
families in the County to transition from renter to homeowner.

 Promoting the use of energy efficient homes and green housing development
design concepts.

 Removing impediments to fair housing choices (per Waukesha County’s 2015-2019

Analysis of Impediments to Fair Housing Choice, 2014)
The City is supportive of these County-proposed housing initiatives.
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Figure 8a: Generational Mapping Analysis
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Figure 8b: Generational Mapping Analysis - Selected Concentrations
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JOBS AND
SHOPPING

B

rookfield is a premier commercial and job center that
supplies valuable products and services; embraces
solutions for modern convenience and flexible lifestyles;
cultivates family-supporting careers; and offers the ideal
home base for experiencing the Milwaukee area.

HOW WILL WE DO IT?
•

Retain and attract high-quality businesses, with a focus on industries
poised to succeed in the changing national and regional economy and
on businesses that provide a diverse mix of high-quality jobs.

•

Continue to evolve Brookfield’s business parks to remain competitive
with office locations throughout the region.

•

Work to retain the knowledge and talent of local Baby Boomers by
supporting second career entrepreneurial and mentorship opportunities.

•

Promote, advance, and monitor the City’s high quality of life and
housing as key tools for economic development and business retention
and attraction.

•

Maintain our superior transportation access to help meet the needs of
our residents and businesses.

•

Support public-private partnerships and participate in regional initiatives
to help grow our local economy in a cost-effective manner.

2O5O
BROOKFIELD
COMPREHENSIVE PLAN
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CHAPTER FOUR: JOBS AND SHOPPING
Building off the Economic Development Committee’s (EDC) 2019 Economic
Development Program (endorsed by the EDC in December 2018), this chapter identifies
strategies to grow Brookfield’s economy and explores the essential connections
between economic development and other aspects of community health, such as
education. Overall, Brookfield has a healthy and diverse local economy and is wellpositioned to maintain its current strength, but its future success is by no means assured.
The City must effectively leverage its assets and take advantage of its opportunities, as
summarized in the Vision chapter of this Plan.
At the time the 2035 Plan was written, the world was experiencing an economic
recession. In the time since adoption of the 2035 Plan, economic recovery has
improved real estate and job markets, but has led to numerous changes in the local,
regional, and national economy. Brookfield is faced with the changing nature of retail
and the growing preference for online commerce; new trends in office space demands
and design and amenity preferences; the increase of employees working from home
that has altered the need for large offices; and the decline of manufacturing and the
increased need for employee retraining.
In this context, it is important to remember that this is a long-range plan intended to
guide the development, redevelopment, and preservation of the City over the next 30
years. With economic trends evolving, this Plan is not meant to predict the future.
Instead, the 2050 Plan will make recommendations and develop strategies that can be
used to react to unforeseen changes based on the vision and principles established in
this planning process.
Jobs and Shopping Principle (Goal)
Brookfield is a premier commercial and job center that supplies valuable products and
services; embraces solutions for modern convenience and flexible lifestyles; cultivates
family-supporting careers; and offers the ideal home base for experiencing the
Milwaukee area.
Jobs and Shopping Objectives (from Economic Development Program)
1. Maintain a strong working relationship among the City, its EDC, and other local and
regional economic entities affecting the future of the City of Brookfield.
2. Increase Brookfield’s profile as a visitor destination and attract more nonresidents to
the City for conferences, events, recreational activities, and shopping, now
enhanced with the new Brookfield Conference Center, recent addition of hotels,
remodeled hotels, and new hospitality venues available at Brookfield Square.
3. Maintain a strong working relationship between the EDC and the Community
Development Authority (CDA) regarding future land development and
redevelopment issues in the City.
4. Ensure that high quality businesses already operating in Brookfield remain in the City,
are supported by the City’s economic development programs, and are provided
with an environment that promotes their growth in Brookfield.
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5. Strive to attract high-quality businesses to Brookfield with a particular focus on
businesses in industries poised to succeed in the changing national and regional
economy and on businesses that provide a diverse mix of high-quality jobs.
6. Become a regional leader in energy efficiency and sustainability through new
economy and technology business development.
7. Streamline the processes for reviewing, regulating, and permitting new
development projects to help ensure that the development process is
comprehensible, predictable, supports small businesses, and leads to a high-quality
built environment.
8. Promote, advance, and monitor the City’s high quality of life as a key tool for
economic development and business retention and attraction.
Jobs and Shopping Policies
1. Encourage and focus redevelopment within Targeted Investment Areas (TIAs) to
support the continued economic and fiscal vitality of those areas and the City as a
whole.
2. Provide sufficient business and industrial sites for the community to be competitive in
attracting high quality enterprises, and in helping existing businesses grow if
relocation is necessary.
3. Promote the development of new small, locally-owned businesses in Brookfield—
particularly through collaboration with Baby Boomers and other emerging
entrepreneurs interested in new career opportunities—and support existing small
businesses.
4. Geographically target business
attraction to bring businesses to
appropriate parts of Brookfield based
on the nature of the business and the
character of the area.
5. Continue to build the City’s nonresidential tax base as an asset for
public education providers, and
collaborate with them when major
new economic development
proposals are offered.

Brookfield provides a variety of settings for a diverse

6. Support educational initiatives that
range of businesses, including this one on Capitol Drive
recognize the changing economy
and provide students with the skills to address these changes, extending from
elementary school to higher education to lifelong learning opportunities.
7. Work with the Greater Brookfield Chamber of Commerce, Visit Brookfield, Waukesha
County Center for Growth, Milwaukee 7 and other regional organizations to address
the concerns and issues of the area; promote a healthy and vibrant business
community; advance the establishment of more high-technology businesses, jobs,
and employees; and advance Brookfield as a conference and convention
destination.
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8. Consider the appropriate use of Tax Increment Financing (TIF) and other financial
incentives and implementation tools to promote desirable business development,
redevelopment, and expansion.
9. Continue to promote “quality of life” improvements and developments which make
Brookfield a more desirable community for existing and future residents and
businesses.
10. Continue to use the City’s Economic Development Program as a detailed “to do”
list for economic development policies and initiatives, update as appropriate, and
make sure the Economic Development Program and Comprehensive Plan remain
compatible.
11. Support transportation options to meet the needs of the Brookfield business
community, consistent with the directions advised in the Transportation chapter of
this Plan.
12. Support creation and rehabilitation of housing choices in Brookfield to support local
workforce and economic opportunities, while retaining Brookfield’s position as an
owner-occupied, single-family community.
13. Working with the CDA, promote the identification, clean-up, and reuse of
environmentally contaminated sites for economic development purposes, where
consistent with the City’s land use plans (see Map 3 and any detailed TIA plan
affecting the area). Recognize and communicate that, in general, environmental
contamination is not a major impediment to productive use or redevelopment in
Brookfield.
14. Work with State representatives and other partners, such as the Chamber of
Commerce, to change State law or rules in a manner that is more supportive of
business development and retention, without compromising other aspects of the
City’s Vision.
Jobs and Shopping Programs and Initiatives
The City intends to pursue the following
initiatives in support of its vision for jobs and
shopping:
Implement the EDC’s Economic
Development Program
The City of Brookfield’s Economic
Development Program is intended to
communicate the City’s economic
development vision and provide clear
objectives and strategies to achieve that
vision. It was updated in 2019 in
collaboration with this comprehensive
planning project. The City intends to
continue to implement, monitor, and
Shopping development in Brookfield on Bluemound Road
update this document. These efforts will be
guided by the EDC and its staff in the City’s
Community Development Department.
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The following initiatives are elaborations of recommendations from the Economic
Development Program, which were selected for more detailed consideration because
they particularly implement the 2050 Vision and because Comprehensive Plan
participants requested further elaboration.
Continue to Evolve Brookfield’s Business Parks to Compete with Downtown Office
Locations
There has been a growing trend in business relocations from suburban office parks to
downtown, urban buildings, examples of which have already occurred in Brookfield.
Downtown office locations can be appealing to some businesses because they are
often accompanied by the “energy,” access, and amenities that their employees are
currently said to desire. Locating in a downtown location can allow employees to take
alternative forms of transportation, including transit and bikes, provides access to
restaurants and activities to connect social and work time, and may allow employees
to live closer to where they work. In order to keep businesses interested in Brookfield and
counteract the draw that places like Downtown Milwaukee might have for existing
Brookfield businesses, the City will work to find creative solutions that ensure the office
and industrial space available continues to meet the needs and demands of today’s
employers and employees. These actions may include:

 Supporting renovations of aging office space to meet the needs of today’s

employers, including interior reconfigurations, remodeling, façade improvements,
and energy efficiency upgrades.
 Allow and encourage business property owners, tenants, and employers to offer
new and expanded amenities to employees to satisfy their interest in more active
or social opportunities at the workplace.
Examples may include onsite coffee
shops, gyms, additional dining options,
food truck parks, special events,
outdoor seating and workspaces, and
coworking/collaboration spaces.
 Increase bike trail and pedestrian
access and connectivity in existing
business parks and corporate centers to
enable and encourage multiple
transportation modes, additional site
amenities, and further benefits from
recreation in Brookfield's peaceful,
Employment development in Brookfield
scenic environment.

 Identify opportunities to build an

enhance sense of place in existing business parks and corporate centers.
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Leverage the Strengths of Each Generation
“Baby Boomer” is the name given to the record-breaking 76 million Americans born
between 1946 and 1964. Brookfield, like most communities across the U.S., faces the
continued retirement of this prominent segment of their population – a group that
accounts for a large percentage of consumer spending, as well as a disproportionate
share of growth and consumption. In addition, members of Generation X, Americans
born between 1965 and 1980, will begin to move toward retirement age in the coming
decade. This presents an economic challenge for the community and the region, such
as a talent shortage for many businesses and industries, and the potential loss of
institutional knowledge in the workplace.
Coping with this significant financial, physical, and social change also presents an
opportunity; in an economy where knowledge and experience are roots of success, a
community’s ability to become a talent magnet, and to engage and facilitate the
economic potential of its Boomers could greatly enhance its economic prosperity.
Understanding this demographic and social shift in the region, the City will work to
retain the knowledge and talent of both Baby Boomers and Generation X by:

 Supporting home-based businesses that do not negatively impact the surrounding
neighborhood and other small office facilities, particularly within TIAs.

 Promoting entrepreneurship among this population, either in their primary area of

experience or in an entirely new field.
 Expanding educational opportunities such as a mentor program with younger
generations and teaching positions at Waukesha County Technical College and
private education institutions like Brookfield Academy. See Chapter Six: Education
for more details.

 Supporting housing for people of all ages to ensure Brookfield residents have the

option stay in Brookfield as their housing needs change, enabling them to share
their knowledge and experience with the next generation of Brookfield residents.
See Chapter Three: Housing and Neighborhoods for more details.
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NATURAL RESOURCES
AND RECREATION

B
HOW WILL WE DO IT?
•

Prioritize completion of the Greenway trail network.

•

Implement the recommendations of the City’s Park and
Open Space Plan, which focuses on both new parks
and upgrades and maintenance of existing facilities.

•

Continue to update the City’s park and trail plans in an
effort to both make sure they work together with this
Comprehensive Plan and to maximize non-City funding
options.

2O5O
BROOKFIELD
COMPREHENSIVE PLAN

rookfield enjoys
vibrant parks, trails,
and restorative natural
landscapes; is a careful
steward of water and
other resources; and
is a center for culture,
recreation, hospitality, and
entertainment.
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CHAPTER FIVE: NATURAL RESOURCES AND RECREATION
The community’s greenways are one of the three major components of the City’s
overall community development and preservation approach (neighborhoods and
Targeted Investment Areas are the other two)—and for good reason. Brookfield enjoys
two active community parks—Mitchell and Wirth—and Fox Brook County Park, a
growing and extremely popular greenway trail network, natural assets like the Fox River,
and a community attitude that supports green space preservation. The City of
Brookfield also practices progressive open space and wetland preservation for the
multiple benefits they provide, including flood control, natural resource and habitat
protection, and tangible relief from the impacts of development.
This chapter is intended to lay out where and how the City will preserve, provide, and
restore sensitive natural areas, parks, greenways, and recreation areas. Its relatively
short length should not be interpreted as a reflection of the importance of natural
resources and recreation in the community. Instead, it is a reflection of the fact that the
City has a tradition of complete and regularly updated set of park and greenway
plans, upon which most of the recommendations in this chapter are based.
Natural Resources and Recreation Principle (Goal)
Brookfield enjoys vibrant parks, trails, and restorative natural landscapes; is a careful
steward of water and other resources; and is a center for culture, recreation, hospitality,
and entertainment.
Natural Resources and Recreation Objectives
1. Ensure the provision and distribution of parks, open spaces, and recreational
facilities to provide all residents access to such facilities.
2. Provide safe and convenient pedestrian and bicycle access between residential
neighborhoods and schools, parks, other recreational facilities, and major shopping
and job destinations.
3. Work to permanently preserve the City’s greenways.
4. Balance the interest in acquiring and developing new park and recreational
facilities with the need to maintain and upgrade existing park sites and facilities.
Natural Resources and Recreation Policies
1. Refer to the City’s Park and Open Space Plan for objectives and policies related to
the greenway trail network.
2. Update the City’s Park and Open Space Plan every five years to retain City eligibility
for a wide array of state and federal funding sources.
3. Refer to the City’s Greenway Trail Plan for objectives and policies related to the
greenway trail network.
4. Integrate trail/path planning with road reconstruction projects to enhance
transportation options in Brookfield, considering the combined recreational and
transportation purposes that trails and paths can provide.
5. Permanently preserve the City’s greenway network and other environmentally
sensitive areas to provide passive recreation opportunities, protect natural
resources, and provide for flood control and stormwater management.
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6. Protect wetlands, river and stream corridors, groundwater and surface water
resources as central to environmental and human health. Evaluate City decisions
and private land developments to the degree that they protect or even enhance
these resources.
7. In the consideration of land acquisition and the review of private development
proposals, consider the impact on rare, threatened and endangered species and
wildlife habitat in general.
8. While the City has scattered woodlots that it has taken measures to protect and in
some cases purchase, it no longer has forests, productive agricultural areas, or
opportunities for future active metallic and non-metallic mineral resource
excavation, and therefore this Plan has no policies related to those types of
resources.
9. Utilize the trail and parks system to host events that bring visitors to Brookfield, such
as softball, running, bicycling, fitness training, and other team and club events and
tournaments.
10. Recognize the City’s greenways as opportunities to create engaging community
gathering places and contributors to the City’s overall identity.
11. Coordinate City park, trail, open space, and natural resource planning and
improvements with Waukesha County, the Southeastern Wisconsin Regional
Planning Commission (SEWRPC), and the Wisconsin Department of Natural
Resources (WisDNR). Where feasible, provide continuous public ownership and trail
access between City and regional recreational facilities.
12. Encourage volunteer participation and resident stewardship in maintaining existing
and future parks.
13. Support existing and future hospitality and entertainment land uses with appropriate
recreation opportunities and programs, particularly in the Moorland Road corridor,
to draw and serve visitors and enhance the City’s tax base. In addition, enhanced
hospitality venues increase the appeal to Brookfield residents of dining, shopping,
and accessing entertainment locally. See Chapter Eight: Destinations for additional
recommendations.
Natural Resources and Recreation Programs and Initiatives
The City intends to pursue the following initiatives in support of its vision for natural
resources and recreation:
Prioritize Implementation of the City’s Current Park and Trail Plans
Brookfield’s park, recreation, and open space system is one of the key assets of the City
and its completion was consistently ranked as a high priority for participants in the
planning process. There are currently approximately 1,954 acres of protected open
space in the City including lands used for public and private recreation, and floodplains
and wetlands that are publicly owned.
The City’s current park, greenway acquisition, and greenway trail plans are depicted
on Map 5. The City intends to complete this system for the multiple recreational,
stormwater management, flood control, and neighborhood and community
enhancement purposes they serve. Trail linkages within the greenways will be
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completed for both recreation and transportation purposes, leading to a more healthy
and sustainable community.
The City of Brookfield Park and Open Space Plan was updated and adopted in 20182019 and includes short-term and long-term recommendations to the year 2035.
Among recommendations for the acquisition and development of parklands and
recreational facilities, detailed below, the plan also recommends protecting all
environmental corridors and isolated natural resource areas through public acquisition
or through conservancy zoning, zoning for compatible land uses, and/or deed
restrictions. Specifically, the Park and Open Space Plan recommends that the City
acquire all wetlands within environmental corridors and wetlands of five acres or larger
outside environmental corridors. Under these recommendations, the City would acquire
approximately 909 acres of environmentally sensitive land for conservation and
resource protection.
Unless a future park or trail plan update suggests otherwise, the City intends to prioritize
the acquisition and development of the following new parkland and recreational
facilities:

 Acquisition and development of a

one- to two-acre park in U.S. Public
Land Survey Section 20, an area
generally bound by North Avenue to
the north, North Brookfield Road to
the east, Barker Road to the west,
and the City’s civil boundary with
the Town of Brookfield to the south.

 Acquisition and development of

pocket parks, including Town Square
Park near Brookfield Square, as part
of the Bluemound Road TIA.

 Development of recreational

The pool in Wirth Park is a key recreational and

facilities at Gateway South Park.
gathering spot for Brookfield residents
 Improvements to park facilities at
existing parks, including installation of lights at the tennis courts at Endicott Park;
development of two tennis courts and permanent restrooms at Krueger Park;
development of permanent restrooms at Lilly Heights Park.
 Acquisition of Elmbrook School District land for expanding Mary Knoll Park and
development of additional recreational facilities at the park.

 Development of additional recreational and support facilities at Mitchell Park.
 Continue development of citywide trail system and trailhead facilities in
accordance with the updated Greenway Corridor Recreational Trail Plan.
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Consider New Ideas in Planned Updates to City Park and Trail Plans
Both the City’s Park and Open Space Plan and Greenway Trail Plan are scheduled for
updates in 2023. As part of those updates, the City will consider the following new ideas
that emerged during the comprehensive planning process:

 Possible additional trails, including connection with the Waukesha County trail

between the Village Area and Springdale Road to better connect nearby
neighborhoods, the Gateway West Commerce Center, Mitchell Park, and the
Village Area.

 Potentially applying themes to trails/greenways in different parts of the City to

mark differences and emphasize sustainability and “Garden City” opportunities.
The initiative that follows provides additional details on this idea.
 A continuing emphasis on maintenance and stewardship of existing and future
parks and recreation facilities through effective management, enhancements,
protection, and capital improvement projects.

 A continuing consideration of partnerships and alliances to increase community

outreach and effectively enhance the provision of all aspects of parks and
recreation services and facilities. This may include an expanded partnership with
the School District of Elmbrook and Brookfield Academy (e.g., Safe Routes to
School) and expanded volunteer programs. The City could potentially work more
with the Eagle Scouts, Key Club, persons requiring court-ordered community
service, members of the business community, and seniors.
 A continuing consideration of grant opportunities and working to best position
projects for grants. For example, positioning or doubling the greenway trail update
to also meet “Safe Routes to School” criteria would significantly increase non-City
funding options.
Consider Establishing Unique Identities for Different Greenway Segments
One component of the City’s vision is enhancing its identity based on its history and
open space character. The greenway network and associated trail corridors provide
opportunities to accomplish this aspect of the 2050 Vision. The following ideas (or
others) for unique trail identities will be explored as part of the next park and trail plan
update processes.

 Mitchell Park Greenway: This greenway could have an arts theme with art works,
artist designed landscape, and informal performance spaces.

 Calhoun Road Greenway: This greenway could celebrate Brookfield's agrarian
past by utilizing decorative crop and or edible plantings.
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 124th Street Corridor Greenway: This greenway could include "green nodes" at
major intersections that tell the story
of Brookfield’s natural resources and
their role in creating industrial
opportunities in the Milwaukee area.

 Village Area: This greenway could tie

into the historical character of this
area by showcasing Heirloom
plantings and information about
Brookfield’s history. Discussion of the
City’s rail history would be
particularly relevant because the
Village Area was the first stop
completed on the first railroad built
in Wisconsin (from Milwaukee to La
The greenway trail in Wirth Park is one of several
Crosse), a historic depot still exists,
recent trails added to the City’s growing network
there remains significant freight rail
traffic, and there is possible
reintroduction of passenger rail service through the area.
 Civic Center: This greenway could highlight local, state, and national civics,
acknowledging that Brookfield is part of something larger. For example, displays
could include information on the official state tree (sugar maple), the official
state flower (wood violet), the official state grain (corn), the official state rock (red
granite), the official U.S. tree (oak), and official U.S. flower (rose). In fact, roses are
already planted by the City as part of the Civic Center landscaping.
 Northwest Gateway: This greenway could focus on sustainability, with native
plantings, pervious trail surfaces, and views of natural areas.
Update and Coordinate Park and Recreational Planning
The City intends to continue to update park and trail plans in an effort and format to
integrate them where possible and to maximize non-City funding options. Currently, the
City has a Park and Open Space Plan (last updated in 2018), a Greenway Corridor
Recreational Trail Plan (last updated in 2002), and a comprehensive/strategic park plan
that is more frequently updated. Updating the Park and Open Space Plan every five
years would maintain the City’s eligibility for State Stewardship and federal LAWCON
grant funding. The proposed update to the Greenway Corridor Recreational Trail Plan
could potentially be linked with a “Safe Routes to School” plan (a federal program
designed to enhance safe access to and from schools), which would open up trail
development to federal Transportation Alternative Program (TAP) funds for that
purpose. The Trail Plan could also consider and provide recommendations to cross
major barriers, like wide roads and railroad corridors. Another new concept to explore
include trail identities as discussed briefly in this chapter.
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Map 4: Natural Features
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Map 5: Future Park, Recreational, and Open Space Lands
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B

EDUCATION

rookfield is known for
outstanding schools and
lifetime learning to advance
personal success, meet modern
workforce demands, and
support entrepreneurship.

2O5O
BROOKFIELD
COMPREHENSIVE PLAN

HOW WILL WE DO IT?
•

Support educational initiatives that provide our
children and ourselves with skills to address the
great changes in our world’s economy and
technology.

•

Support continued and growing links between our
business and educational communities, such as
through expanded internship opportunities with
innovation-driven companies.

•

Support inter-generational learning opportunities,
such as from Baby Boomers to new entrepreneurs,
as a way to pass down knowledge and strengthen
our community.

•

Increase local access to technology-based training
and higher education, in part by bringing new
educational facilities or institutions to and near
Brookfield.
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CHAPTER SIX: EDUCATION
Education in Brookfield is one of the community’s most important assets. The School
District of Elmbrook enjoys a strong reputation throughout Wisconsin. But the extent and
value of education in Brookfield runs beyond Elmbrook schools. Other private
educational providers, such as Brookfield Academy, supply unique additional options
for area families. Higher educational opportunities also exist in Brookfield and the larger
metropolitan area, and Brookfield has a well-educated population with much to share.
Just as the future health of the community is not assured, neither is the health of the
local educational system. The educational system must prepare students for the jobs of
the future in the rapidly evolving global economy, through such efforts as facility
modernization and curricula review. This extends to supporting higher education as a
means to satisfying new careers, and often-essential opportunities for continuing
education and retraining later in life. Therefore, continued support and advancement
in education is a key priority not only for educational service providers, but also for the
City.
The purpose of this chapter is to explore the essential connections between the health
of the City and education at all levels and at all life stages. It describes the City’s
desired support role to education providers and suggests initiatives in which the City
could play a meaningful role. The “lead agency” for such initiatives will vary. City
government has only a support role in most educational initiatives that affect the
community. In most cases, the City’s Community Development Department and/or
Economic Development Committee will play this support or liaison role on behalf of the
City. Education is a fairly unique topic to cover in comprehensive plans; most
communities in Wisconsin do not cover it in an in-depth manner. In the 2035
Comprehensive Plan, Brookfield led the way in elevating education by incorporating it
as a standalone chapter.
Education Principle (Goal)
Brookfield is known for outstanding schools and opportunities to advance personal
success, meet modern workforce demands, and support entrepreneurship.
Education Objectives
1. Recognize the essential link between
the continued health of education in
Brookfield and the strength of the
community.
2. Work with area education providers
and other stakeholders to strengthen
education on all levels.
3. Retain and attract institutions of higher
learning and/or a collaborative, hightechnology business training center to
the Brookfield area.

Elementary schools provide a foundation for learning
in Brookfield, including Brookfield Elementary
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Education Policies
1. Support educational initiatives that recognize the changing economy and provide
students with the skills to address these changes, extending from elementary school
to higher education and lifetime learning.
2. Support inter-generational learning through a strong community education program
providing a variety of meaningful opportunities; creative options for new
entrepreneurs; and healthy activities for both the young and the old.
3. Establish regular communication with area education providers to discuss issues of
mutual concern including facility location/expansion, impacts of new development,
generational housing turnover, impacts of education facilities and activities on the
community, parks and recreation programs, population and growth projections,
and involvement in the community.
4. Support private or public early childhood education opportunities in Brookfield as
one means to retain and attract young families.
5. Facilitate development approvals and support appropriate capital investments that
enable the School District of Elmbrook and other local education providers to
upgrade facilities in a manner that supports the City’s education principle/goal and
objectives while complying with state and local codes and development standards.
6. Continue coordination with School District of Elmbrook’s School Study Committee on
future elementary school locations. Facilitate and encourage community input in
the decision-making process.
7. Promote expanded use of educational facilities for community events and adult
learning through partnerships among the City, primary and secondary education
providers, higher education institutions such as the Waukesha County Technical
College (WCTC), UWM at Waukesha Continuing Education, and the business
community.
8. Work collaboratively with University of Wisconsin-Extension and other existing service
providers to encourage ongoing community education programming.
9. Promote community service opportunities, such as Key Club, strengthening
volunteerism and community engagement.
10. Emphasize training of City employees and officials to enable them to access and
understand the latest approaches to City management and administration
operational processes, including sustainability.
11. Support the appointment of local educators on City boards and commissions that
affect education in Brookfield, such as the Plan Commission and Economic
Development Committee, and collaboration between the City Common Council
and boards of the area’s education providers where appropriate.
12. If the City considers new tax increment financing (TIF) districts in the future, involve
representatives of the School District of Elmbrook and WCTC as soon as possible to
help craft the TIF district in a manner that maximizes benefits for all taxing entities.
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Education Programs and Initiatives
The City intends to pursue the following initiatives in support of its vision for education:
Collaborate to Strengthen Primary and Secondary Education to Meet Tomorrow’s Needs
Recognizing the essential link between good education, a strong community, and a
prepared workforce, the City will work with educational providers, businesses, and other
partners to:

 Encourage expansion of science and technology-based curriculum and local

business involvement in public education. The City will support building on the
School District of Elmbrook’s excellent science education program, such as
through preparatory programs like Project Lead the Way and innovation programs
such as LAUNCH.
 Encourage continued partnerships among area businesses and education
providers to strengthen and focus existing programs that link students to businesses,
particularly next generation jobs, through career exposure, internships, and career
fairs. High schools in the School District of Elmbrook already host well-attended
career fairs in conjunction with the Chamber and mentorship programs that pair
students up with professionals for career exploration. These programs could
particularly emphasize those Brookfield businesses that provide innovation-driven
and high-technology career opportunities.
 Consider joint community marketing with public and private education providers,
in conjunction with the real estate community, as a way to support the addition of
new families with children to the community. This idea is discussed more fully in the
Housing and Neighborhoods chapter.
Collaborate to Support Accessible Higher Education for Lifelong Learning
An initiative to support greater access to higher education in and near Brookfield would
have multiple benefits. First, it could help retain and attract young families to Brookfield
by providing more convenient educational options for busy parents. Second, it can
assist local businesses in
securing and training the
workforce they need to grow
and thrive. Third, it can
provide an economic
opportunity for the City in and
of itself.
The City will, therefore, work
with others to increase local
access to technology-based
training and higher
education, in part by helping
to bring programs and
facilities to and near
Brookfield. Ideas include:

Waukesha County Technical College helps people develop skills for the
jobs of today and tomorrow.

 Helping to establish a satellite campus and/or a collaborative, high-technology

business training center in Brookfield. The Executive Drive area may be a natural
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location for this, with the recent relocation and continuation of Herzing University
near the Executive Drive area and the presence of other post-secondary schools,
but the transformation may be incomplete or disjointed without some
coordination. The City could take more of a coordinating role in making this
happen, starting with the preparation of a proposal and then sharing it with
property owners and higher education providers in the region.
 Promoting the use of existing facilities, such as the new Brookfield Academy stateof-the-art high school, as evening and weekend learning centers for higher
education institutions in the region.
Utilize and Retain the Knowledge of Boomers and Gen X in Brookfield
The City will work to retain the knowledge and talent of the Baby Boomers by
supporting second career entrepreneurial, mentorship, and teaching opportunities
(such as through WCTC and Brookfield Academy). Further strategies are included in
Chapter Four: Jobs and Shopping, and in the separate 2019 Economic Development
Program.
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rookfield is a sustainable community in all aspects
– from the environment to the economy – and leads
in responsible community growth and redevelopment.

HOW WILL WE DO IT?
•

Promote a diverse local economy that is not too reliant on any one sector for future success, in order to
ensure economic sustainability (e.g., tax base, jobs).

•

Promote redevelopment and energy-efficient, environmentally-conscious building and site design,
particularly within our Targeted Investment Areas.

•

Maintain the value of our neighborhoods through appropriate investments in public spaces, traffic
management, recreation, and safety.

•

Filter City budgeting and other decision-making through a sustainability lens, including a focus on
maintaining a reasonable tax rate now and in the future.

2O5O
BROOKFIELD
COMPREHENSIVE PLAN
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CHAPTER SEVEN: SUSTAINABILITY
The term “sustainability” has become widely used across disciplines, with a broad range
of potential definitions and interpretations. For Brookfield, sustainability is focused not
only on protecting natural resources, but also on ensuring a high quality of life for all
residents while considering the impact local actions have on the greater region and
world. In short, sustainability in Brookfield will involve continued and expanded efforts to
preserve our quality of life and meet our needs without compromising the ability of
future generations to do the same, and to maintain City service levels while maintaining
reasonable municipal costs.
The purpose of this chapter is to describe the City’s approach to sustainability, including
a Brookfield-specific definition of sustainability and potential future strategies. These
strategies encompass the topics covered in several other chapters of this Plan; there is
therefore some amount of repetition.
Sustainability is relevant and important to Brookfield because it is:

 A way of organizing and understanding an approach and many actions that the
City has already embraced which lead to sustainability.
 Fiscally and economically sound, through such actions as increasing energyefficiency in a time of volatile fuel prices and diversifying business mix in a time of
economic restructuring.

 Responsible towards the long-term health of our natural environment that in turn

sustains our ability to live and prosper.
 Responsive to this period of dynamic change and major challenges in our region,
nation, and world.

 Being adopted, incentivized, and in some cases mandated by state and federal
governments.
 A goal that has permeated our professions, business practices, lifestyles, and
culture and created a certain level of acceptance and expectation.
Sustainability Principle (Goal)
Brookfield is a sustainable community in all aspects—from the environment to the
economy—and leads in responsible community growth and redevelopment.
Sustainability Objectives
1. Embark on a concerted program of community sustainability, working to ingrain it in
all City decision making and educate the Brookfield community on how they can
participate and why.
2. Emphasize sustainable approaches that have multiple community benefits (e.g.,
increased energy-efficiency in City buildings and vehicles can save taxpayer
money and protect the environment).
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Sustainability Policies, Programs, and Recommendations
Figure 9: Sustainability in Brookfield includes the City’s definition, goals with each of the
following categorical areas, as well as example strategies for each category. Building
on the examples in the graphic, the City may pursue the following initiatives in support
of its vision for sustainability:
Economy
1. Continue to support a diverse range of office, commercial, and light industrial uses
that help stabilize the tax base and provide family-supporting jobs.
2. Through supporting hospitality and regional retail businesses, retain local resident
spending and bring in dollars from outside the community.
3. Continue to promote Brookfield as a sustainable business location at the
southeastern Wisconsin region’s economic and population center point.
4. Support the creation and growth of smaller, locally-owned businesses.
5. Encourage businesses to learn about steps
that help improve top-line revenue and
bottom-line efficiencies through sustainable
business practices.
Environment
1. Continue implementation of the City’s
Wetland Acquisition Program. The City has
acquired numerous acres of wetlands for
perpetual protection since the program’s
inception.
2. Continue to practice and require progressive
stormwater management and infiltration,
where soil type permits.
3. Continue the comprehensive community
recycling program, waste reduction, and
waste to energy conversion initiatives.
4. Promote the installation of native vegetation
and trees and the removal of invasive, nonnative vegetation. Consider an Earth Day
Rain garden in the Village of DeForest, WI
community “clean-up” event for such
vegetation.
5. Lead by example on other environmental sustainability projects. Continue the
current “least use” and “least risk” policy for fertilizer, herbicide, and pesticide use
on City-owned land and explore other potential initiatives such as a demonstration
rain garden or native landscaping plot at the Civic Center.
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Education
1. Encourage continued modernization of public education, through efforts like
expansion of science- and technology-based curriculum and internship programs
with local businesses.
2. Support expansion of adult education opportunities, such as through additional
entrepreneurial training and higher education opportunities.
Development
1. Continue to support mixed use redevelopment in Targeted Investment Areas (TIAs)
which promotes 24/7 activity, increases safety (from more “eyes on the street”), and
reduces vehicle miles traveled, to name just a few benefits. Proactively identify TIAs
that may be stagnating or slipping, and consider City involvement and actions
within them to help resolve issues before they become larger problems.
2. Promote energy efficient building and site design through development approvals
and possibly through incentives.
3. Incorporate natural means of stormwater management and water conservation in
new development projects.
4. Advance Village Area TIA redevelopment as model sustainable developments.
5. Integrate historic preservation early and seriously in development decision making,
per recommendations in the Destinations chapter.
Neighborhoods
1. Maintain patrols and other efforts to keep neighborhoods safe.
2. Keep public facilities (e.g., parks and streets) in neighborhoods well-maintained and
up to date.
3. Allow for new “lifecycle” and market-rate workforce housing in TIAs, including
“pocket neighborhoods”, and mostly single family housing on remaining vacant
tracts elsewhere.
4. Proactively identify neighborhoods that may be stagnating or slipping, and consider
City involvement and actions within them to help resolve issues before they become
larger problems.
Transportation
1. Maintain and improve regional and local access while managing traffic congestion
to meet multiple goals, including maintaining a strong business environment. This will
require balancing sometimes conflicting objectives.
2. Consider interim improvements to preserve and enhance corridor level of service
and safety, such as intersection improvements, prior to road widenings.
3. Continue assertive development of the greenways trail network.
4. Consider adding Travel Demand Management (TDM) plans to the Traffic Impact
Analyses already required for larger developments, setting a consistent set of
requirements for both.
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5. Encourage businesses to consider options that reduce peak-hour single occupant
motor vehicle trips including telecommuting, staggered work times, and incentives
to use alternative modes to reduce peak volumes or other TDM measures.
6. Introduce more efficient and environmentally-responsible designs into new street
projects, such as roundabouts, “eco-boulevards” (native vegetation and infiltration),
and improved access control.
7. Make on- and off-street bicycle connections within the City and collaborate on
connections between Brookfield and nearby destinations such as the Milwaukee
County Research Park, the New Berlin Industrial Park, and Kohl’s corporate
headquarters.
8. Coordinate with other agencies to increase multi-modal and mass transit options in
Brookfield, including Bus Rapid Transit.
9. Support efforts to maintain the transit connection between Waukesha Metro and
Milwaukee County Transit along Bluemound Road, as new initiatives and budget
concerns arise.
10. Improve the existing transit systems delivery of service by cooperating with agencies
to increase the number of bus shelters in Brookfield. These shelters provide users
protection from the elements, including shade, rain coverage, and the opportunity
to rest and be comfortable while waiting for the bus. The City should work with the
regional transit agencies (Milwaukee County Transit Service and Metro Waukesha)
to identify bus stop locations currently without shelters and establish guidelines for
obtaining new structures.
Government
1. Focus efforts on maintaining a reasonable property tax rate now and in the future.
2. Administer sustainability training to City officials and staff; and consider inviting the
School District of Elmbrook and community service representatives to such training.
3. Establish a process for filtering City budgeting and other decision making through a
sustainability lens, and integrate sustainability into the City’s strategic plan.
4. Examine opportunities for civic technology upgrades (i.e. Smart City technology)
that can improve the efficiency and efficacy of public services. Potential
technologies include, smart LED streetlights, sensor-enabled sewer and stormwater
management infrastructure, Electric Vehicle (EV) charging stations, and smart kiosks
and bus shelters.
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Lifestyle
1. Maintain an array of park and
recreation programs for
community health, interaction, and
fulfillment.
2. Partner with area health care
institutions on an initiative to
advance personal health in the
community.
3. Partner with Farmers’ Market
organizers to expand the market
(in size or by extending the season
indoors), or otherwise expand local
food availability and awareness.
4. Support urban agriculture in
Brookfield, including backyard
gardens, window boxes, and
schoolyard greenhouses.

The Brookfield Farmers’ Market provides an excellent
source of nutritious local food

5. Communicate with residents and businesses on the City’s sustainability initiative and
to increase awareness of ecological living options.
6. Publish community walkability scores for each TIA and Aldermanic District on the
City website. Establish obtainable targets for improvement and seek public input for
opportunities for infrastructure improvements, including sidewalks, intersections,
traffic calming, and walkable destinations.
Energy Efficiency
1. Look for ways to reduce energy consumption by using more efficient technology.
For example, when replacing public streetlights, consider using LED lights or other
new technology that are both energy efficient and fulfill a crucial public safety
function. Make sure to consider all aspects of such an upgrade, including initial
capital cost, return on investment, and technical aspects of such a change (light
color, intensity, temperature, and effects to neighboring properties).
2. City facilities should continue to improve efficiency when opportunities are available
in their regular maintenance, updates, and operation (e.g. install thermostats at the
WAC pool to maintain temperature and avoid spikes - either high or low depending on weather conditions).
3. When acquiring new or replacement City fleet vehicles, consider alternative fuel
options, higher efficiency vehicles, and new technologies such as battery operated
vehicles.
4. Continue to consider and build more efficient intersection designs such as
roundabouts.
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Figure 9: Sustainability in Brookfield
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8

DESTINATIONS

B

rookfield celebrates its unique heritage and memorable destinations
including a vibrant civic district; commercial corridors; and cultural and
recreational destinations.

HOW WILL WE DO IT?
•

Continue to encourage and focus redevelopment within our Targeted Investment Areas
(TIAs), which serve as activity centers and community gathering spots.

•

Respond to market shifts by continuing to consider opportunities to convert aging office and
retail into mixed use development.

•

Prepare revitalization plans for the Brookfield Square/ Executive Drive area and for the
Bluemound Road Corridor to coordinate with future Bus Rapid Transit service and to respond
to lifestyle and retail market shifts.

•

Encourage more private and public cultural venues in the community, including informal
opportunities like live music venues and more formal opportunities like a botanical garden.

•

Brand Brookfield as a “Garden City,” building on public and private investments in
landscaping and the Greenway trail system.

•

Take a supportive approach to historic preservation, including educational and persuasive
(not coercive) efforts, and at all times supporting the rights of property owners.

2O5O
BROOKFIELD
COMPREHENSIVE PLAN
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CHAPTER EIGHT: DESTINATIONS
The nurturing, expansion, and celebration of places and spaces that make Brookfield
unique and fulfilling are key components of the City’s vision and approach for
community development. Destinations include parks, natural areas, historic places,
entertainment venues, and a host of other publicly and privately-operated venues such
as the Brookfield Conference Center.
The purpose of this chapter is to describe the City’s approach to developing and
enhancing destinations in Brookfield. It focuses particularly on future approaches to
Targeted Investment Areas (TIAs)— key centers of activity and gathering in the
community. The chapter also puts forth the City’s strategy towards the preservation of
historic places and buildings, which help define Brookfield’s culture and identity.
There is a close relationship between this chapter and others in the Plan, particularly
Chapter Two: Land Use and Chapter Five: Natural Resources and Recreation. Parks and
natural areas are clearly destinations to Brookfield residents; their relative absence from
discussion in Chapter Eight should not be viewed as anything but an effort to avoid
repetition.
While the idea for TIAs originated with the 2020 Master Plan, and there was a somewhat
related chapter on culture in that earlier plan, there was no chapter specifically
devoted to identifying and cultivating destinations in the community. Further, this plan
re-institutes the commitments and advancements made in the 2035 Comprehensive
Plan for addressing historic preservation in a detailed manner which the 2020 Master
Plan did not accomplish.
Destinations Principle (Goal)
Brookfield celebrates its unique heritage and memorable destinations including a
vibrant civic district, commercial corridors, and cultural and recreational destinations.
Destinations Objectives
1. Support a variety of family-friendly cultural events, places, and learning
opportunities for residents and visitors.
2. Position TIAs as destinations within the community, through a combination of public
and private investments and venues designed to create unique experiences.
3. Support the preservation and context of the City’s finest historic places and utilize
the 2008 inventory of historic structures to better inform preservation efforts.
4. Support those destinations which particularly exhibit or embrace Brookfield’s
character as a “Garden City.”
Destinations Policies
1. Continue to encourage and focus redevelopment and new activity within TIAs to
support continued economic, fiscal, and community vitality.
2. Make and support urban design enhancements in TIAs through infrastructure
improvements and streetscaping investments, such as street trees and decorative
high-efficiency street lights.
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3. Encourage development of
existing and new cultural venues
to create more options for
Brookfield residents and visitors to
learn, play in, and experience
the community.
4. Further enhance and brand
Brookfield as a “Garden City,”
building on public and private
investments in landscaping and
the greenway system.
5. Implement the City’s park and
greenway trail plans and
incorporate features within such
plans aimed to establish unique
experiences and identities
through the City’s park and
greenway network.
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Events like the Brookfield Farmers’ Market provide unique
places to gather and emphasize Brookfield’s image as a
“garden city”

6. Take a supportive approach to historic preservation including educational and
persuasive (not coercive) efforts, and at all times supporting the rights of property
owners.
Destinations Programs and Initiatives
The City intends to pursue the following initiatives in support of its vision for Destinations:
Encourage Flexibility within Existing TIAs to Respond to Market Shifts
The City has proactively prepared plans for the TIAs and continues to implement them.
Over time, TIAs have experienced change and the City fine-tunes TIA plans in response
to changing conditions. Through this process, the City addresses the ever-evolving
challenges in each of its key commercial, employment, cultural, and overall activity
centers of the community.
As described previously, stakeholder input and market data suggest that Brookfield’s
office stock is aging and that some office developments are no longer as competitive
within the region. In addition, the City faces increased competition with Downtown
Milwaukee, as employers are increasingly choosing offices in downtown environments
with urban amenities. This issue is discussed further in Chapter Four: Jobs and Shopping.
In addition, the “retail question,” continues to lend uncertainty to Brookfield’s future. At
the national level, there are significant shifts in the retail and commercial service
marketplace, in part based on an increased preference for online shopping for
everyday items, from clothing to groceries. In fact, ecommerce sales volume has grown
almost 92 percent since 2013, significantly outpacing brick and mortar sales.
Due to this decline, many cities are seeing increased retail vacancies due to excess
supply. In some cases, this has resulted in disinvestment in the older retail centers (due in
part to lower rents). In other cases, properties that were once prime retail destinations sit
vacant for long period of time, with no guarantee that a new retail tenant will fill the
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space. While brick and mortar sales are facing intense competition from ecommerce,
brick and mortar still dominates the retail market, accounting for 87 percent of retail
sales.
In some cases, the City will need to consider taking a proactive role in facilitating
redevelopment of outdated areas. Private interests will often seek public financing
support, usually via TIF, as a means to close the funding gaps generated by the higher
costs associated with redevelopment of sites with new or added uses. It is important for
the City to reinforce its established expectations for any projects seeking public
assistance, acknowledging that assistance is never assured, but that there are clear
cost to benefit objectives for the community that the City has identified in cooperating
with private interests toward a common goal. (Also, the perspectives of, and approval
by, other taxing authorities must be considered in the justification of applying TIF to such
projects) In addition, the City may also need to consider strategically purchasing
property for facilitating the redevelopment of outdated and/or obsolete areas.
The challenges faced by retail and office suggest at least one particular strategy for
redevelopment will be necessary — removing some existing building(s) and
constructing new ones. Redevelopment of aging office stock at the bottom of the
market will help keep Brookfield’s overall
quality of office development high. Likewise,
Mixed Use in Brookfield
redevelopment of aging or excess retail
Within the 2050 Comprehensive Plan,
space may also be necessary to ensure
“mixed use” refers to areas designed to be
strong tax base and quality development.
flexible and responsive to market and
In order to achieve desired revitalization
and maximize tax base, the City will
consider allowing aging office and excess
retail projects to become mixed use
developments. The economics of
redevelopment tend to result in new
development at a higher density/intensity
than the previous development, so the
reimagined mixed use centers could include
a blend of new office, high quality housing,
high-amenity office, and commercial uses
that complement these uses. They also
should include facilities for pedestrians,
bicycles, and transit.

community needs that integrate a variety
of uses, amenities, transportation options,
and housing options through incremental
change. Mixing compatible uses and
functions creates vibrant, walkable, wellconnected destinations that positively
support all facets of daily life. Areas
planned for mixed use development could
accommodate a range of formats and
densities for both horizontal and vertical
blending of land uses to achieve these
goals. At the block, lot, and individual
building scales, development is finegrained and diverse, featuring authentic
local history and culture, adaptability for
future uses, and ecology in the design of
architecture, landscaping, and the overall
built environment.

The City has already begun to implement
this approach with the designation of
Bishop’s Woods as a new TIA and the
adoption of the Bishop’s Woods Neighborhood Plan in 2019. As one of the region’s
significant job centers, the future vitality of Bishop’s Woods influences Brookfield’s
economy and employment opportunities. The new TIA plan incorporates mixed use into
the previously office/employment-focused area, identifying new development and
redevelopment opportunities and emphasizing green design, trail connections, and
amenities for employees and residents.
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Within Brookfield, the optimal locations to implement this approach include the Village
Area TIA, the Bluemound Road/I-94 Area TIA, and the new Bishop’s Woods TIA. The City
should update its TIA plans for Bluemound Road/I-94 Area and the Village Area to
accommodate this type of development and promote flexibility. Detailed
recommendations for Bluemound Road/I-94 Area TIA and the Village Area TIA are
described later in this Chapter.
Establish a Systematic Approach for Aging Retail and Office Areas
The City will use the following questions to determine whether rehabilitation or
redevelopment more closely aligns with its overall vision, as practiced either as part of
cost/benefit analyses of development options in TIAs, or when individual development
proposals are brought forward. The City has the responsibility to be reasonable in the
application of this recommendation by taking input seriously from developers and
property owners regarding market viability and financing conditions of implementing
this analysis.

 How large is the site? If the current dimensions of the site prohibit reasonable utility
and use through redevelopment, how likely could the site be combined with
adjacent sites for successful redevelopment?" Current language could be
misunderstood as opposing or discouraging fine-grained development?

 What are the reasonable reuse expectations if redevelopment were pursued? For
example, if the site is on a busy street, is a mixed use development incorporating
housing viable or not?
 Would the project meet the City’s vision, comprehensive plan standards, and
ordinance requirements without the need for significant flexibility in zoning
standards?

 What is the current condition and occupancy of property? What would it take to
bring the existing building(s) and site up to community standards rather than
tearing down and starting over?

 Is the building(s) or site historically or

architecturally significant? If so, is
redevelopment acceptable or is
remodeling sensitive to this
significance? Sometimes there will be
conflicting values and a historic site of
building, if zoned commercial, may
need to be relocated or other
sensitively addressed in order to
achieve other goals such as accruing
a critical mass of development
characterizing a Transit Oriented
Development (TOD) District. See
sidebar.
 What is the impact of the proposed
approach on adjacent properties
and the actual or predicted reaction
of neighbors?
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Transit Oriented Development (TOD)

Transit Oriented Development (TOD) is
a development form that emphasizes
concentrated activity that supports
and facilitates transit ridership.
Development generally includes multiuse buildings in a compact, mixed use
development setting. Land uses usually
are complementary to the nearby
transit stop and its daily flow of
travelers, often including a transit
station; parking; well-aligned retail,
commercial, and public services; multifamily housing; and employment
opportunities.
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 Is the project seeking public assistance (e.g., through TIF), and what would be the
City’s risk and payback period if assistance were offered (assumes a TIF district
exists in area)?
 The Return on Investment (ROI) if public infrastructure such as sanitary sewer,
municipal water or road capacities ,or other public facilities to serve more
intensive development needs to be upgraded, including the time frame required
for upgrades to be coincident with the onset of the new demand generated by
the development.

 The impacts on the delivery of public safety services, in particular fire and EMS
services.

Amend the Village Area TIA to Encourage Flexibility
The Village Area Neighborhood Plan was last updated in 2012. The potential
opportunities for mixed-use development projects and the relatively general nature of
the existing Village Area plan suggest a need to update that plan. Particularly, the City
will prioritize update of the Village Area plan, in order to:

 Expand flexibility to develop mixed-use, higher density housing that creates a

district for living, working, and shopping that can appeal to young professionals
and down-sizing seniors.

 Explore alternative types of housing and neighborhood designs that cater to a

range of household types, life stages, and lifestyles, and which and provide
benefits such as fostering interaction among neighbors and building community.
“Pocket neighborhoods” – clusters of smaller-scale houses or apartments around
common greenspace – are one example of such a concept.

 Explore the opportunity for “satellite” small-scale offices for larger corporations in
other metro areas.
 Plan for a multi-modal transportation node, including a trailhead and formal or
informal transit service to other business districts in the City.

 If passenger rail services are contemplated for the Village, consider the likely

potential for Transit Oriented Development (TOD), the path to implement it, the
degree of change necessary to support that pattern of development, and
whether the community would support that level of change. (It is noted that the
“high speed rail services” previously identified in the 2035 Comp Plan are no longer
being pursued by the State of Wisconsin.)

 Identify economic development benefits and unique infrastructure needs

associated with increased development in the Village Area.
 Evaluate the significance of historic buildings that have commercial zoning and
attempt to balance redevelopment and preservation objectives, given that the
Village Area contains the largest single collection of older buildings in the City.
 Explore whether existing activities could also occur within the Village Area or a
new event should be promoted there, as a way to increase its profile and use in
the community.

 Identify supplemental funding sources for public improvements and private

development incentives including those successfully used in the past such as the
Village Area Loan Pool, Facade Improvement Grant, Brookfield Development
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Loan Fund, Waukesha County Revolving Loan, and Wisconsin Economic
Development Corporation grants.
 Evaluate the impacts of new development and activity in this TIA on Brookfield
Road and other infrastructure and neighborhoods in this vicinity.

 Consider similar ROI infrastructure and public safety analysis stated above.
Amend the Bluemound Road/I-94 Area TIA (Calhoun Road South TIA) to Encourage
Flexibility
The Calhoun Road South Neighborhood Plan, last amended in 2009, should be
updated to implement Brookfield’s 2050 Vision. In order to enable the flexibility needed
to respond to retail market shifts and changing lifestyles, as described earlier in this
Chapter, this TIA should allow for aging office inventory and excess retail square
footage to be redeveloped as other uses. This is anticipated to be a carefully planned
mixed use node, incorporating a blend of high quality housing, contemporary office,
and other complementary commercial uses.
To address these redevelopment recommendations, the City will consider establishing a
new Transit Oriented Development (TOD) zoning district, or a TOD development pattern
option for the Modified Suburban Overlay District, and implementing that zoning district
or tools in at least parts of the Brookfield Square/Executive Drive area which is a
subarea of the overall TIA plan (TOD is defined earlier in this Chapter).
In order to fully elaborate on this concept, the City should consider special planning
efforts for the following two areas:
Prepare a Brookfield Square/ Executive Drive Area Revitalization Plan
A subarea of the overall TIA plan, a Brookfield Square/ Executive Drive Area
Revitalization Plan would reflect the new Brookfield Conference Center and hotel
investment, provide for the continuing reinvention of Brookfield Square, and
maximize the economic importance of this area to Brookfield. The plan would
address connectivity throughout the subarea – including improved experience for
walking, biking, transit (including conventional buses, Bus Rapid Transit - BRT), and
driving. The purpose of the plan would be to promote an amenity-rich district,
including retail, food, employment, higher education, hospitality, and entertainment
destinations. It would be attractive to the next generation of workers, visitors, and
conference attendees, and would bolster Brookfield’s already strong reputation as
a convening and employment hub both regionally and nationally. This district would
be complemented by a Bluemound Road Corridor Revitalization Plan, described
below.
The City will also analyze the potential for increases in density and building height
allowances on lands in this TIA located near the Moorland/I-94 interchange, beyond
those densities/heights advised in the current Neighborhood Plan, which would
involve conducting a similar ROI infrastructure and public safety analysis as
described above. This analysis will need to consider how possible higher densities in
this area might relate to traffic volumes, road and utility capacities, Brookfield
Conference Center, and investments by area businesses such as Brookfield Square,
the Hilton Garden Inn, and the Sheraton Hotel.
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Prepare a Bluemound Road Corridor Revitalization Plan
As the economic engine of the City, the Bluemound Road corridor is paramount to
Brookfield’s continued success as a thriving community. The high level of economic
activity along Bluemound Road grows the City’s tax base and allows the City the
ability to provide high quality services at a relatively low cost and while enhancing
its highly-regarded single family neighborhoods. In order to prepare for changing
commercial market demands, the City should proactively plan for this corridor in
conjunction with planning for the Bluemound Road/I-94 Area TIA and Brookfield
Square/ Executive Drive Area.
The corridor plan should be developed, keeping in mind regional BRT plans
advancing to implementation, in order to:
•

Coordinate corridor planning with future Bus Rapid Transit in order to
enhance the corridor and maximize the positive impact that BRT can have,
for example providing Brookfield residents a car-free connection to jobs and
other destinations, connecting workers from other parts of the metro to
Brookfield jobs, increased property values, and economic impacts. (These
benefits are described in greater detail in Chapter Nine: Transportation.)

•

Consider Transit Oriented Development (TOD) around BRT stations. While the
market will lead the timing and scale of redevelopment, the City should
consider establishing a new Transit Oriented Development (TOD) zoning
district, or a TOD development pattern option for the Modified Suburban
Overlay District, and implementing that zoning district or tools in at least parts
of the Brookfield Square/Executive Drive area which is a subarea of the
overall TIA plan (TOD is defined earlier in this Chapter).

•

Plan for a possible future Calhoun Road Interchange and the land use,
transportation, and other infrastructure changes that would necessarily come
with it.

•

Accommodate land use change to provide flexibility for aging office and
excess retail space.
Provide for infill development of underutilized lots, other infill, and
redevelopment to provide density to support redevelopment and transit.

•
•

Evaluate a Bluemound Road transit circulator that runs between Goerke’s
Corners and Brookfield Square. See Chapter Nine.

•

Consider the significant housing demands generated by the Milwaukee
Regional Medical Center employees and their families, who may consider
living in Brookfield.

•

Preserve and maintain existing residential development in the Rubywood,
Bluebrook, and Brookfield Manor subdivisions located within the Bluemound
Road/I-94 Area TIA. Additionally, preserve and maintain existing residential
development within the Westmoor Park, Westmoor Highlands, Bluemound
Park Estates, and The Meadows of Brookfield subdivisions located along the
Bluemound Road corridor, outside of designated TIAs.

•

Conduct similar ROI infrastructure and public safety analysis as stated above.
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Pursue Refinements and Implementation of Existing TIA Plans
The City has prepared plans for all 11 existing TIAs. To ensure that these plans remain
useful guiding documents and the City’s 2050 Vision can be realized, the City intends to
consider the following refinements to plans (and their implementation) for certain
existing TIAs over the next ten years. The TIAs are depicted in Figure 6, at the end of the
Vision chapter of this Plan, and Figure 10 at the end of this Chapter provides a summary
of each TIA.
Northwest Gateway TIA
The Northwest Gateway Neighborhood Plan was adopted in 2008. The City intends to
position the Northwest Gateway as a sustainable business/industrial park, focused on
attracting technology- and innovation-based businesses. This was not fully addressed
and implemented in the adopted neighborhood plan. Further development in the
Northwest Gateway area should also lead in environmental sensitivity, especially given
the location of this TIA along the Fox River. The City may consider expansion or
continuation of the TIF district located in this TIA relative to private-public partnerships
for inducing industrial development.
Civic Center TIA
This TIA is the geographic and civic heart of the community. The Ruby Isle/Civic Center
Node Development Plan was last updated in 2001. The City intends to collaborate with
the School District of Elmbrook and others to explore strategies to increase community
activity in this area, potentially including:

 Expanding civic events, including a possible expansion of the successful Farmers’
Market earlier and/or later in the year (i.e., indoor market);

 Identifying if, how, and when public building expansions could take place;
 Considering additional public art displays and/or demonstrations of community
sustainability (e.g., rain garden);
 Opening the Brookfield Central High School gym for additional community
recreational use;

 As a need-based and longer-term option, reconfiguring the public Civic Center

buildings, access, and space toward two- to four-story buildings with possible infill
to create additional public or private buildings. This would create a more
sustainable center, maximize use of space, and possibly create additional private
investment opportunities where none exist today.

Lilly Road and Capitol Drive TIA
The plan for this small TIA is sound; however, the City should remain vigilant to area
businesses, market demand, and community needs and revisit this plan when
appropriate in the next ten years.
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Work to Establish a Unique “Brookfield Experience”
The City intends to further distinguish Brookfield as a
unique place in the region. The following strategies,
based on the City’s high quality built environment
and cultural and identity enhancements, may be
pursued:

 Consider branding/marketing Brookfield as a

“Garden City,” building off the City’s abundant
“green” characteristics including public and
private landscaping and the greenway network.
For example, the City will continue to
incorporate generous landscaping in private
developments and public projects (e.g.,
boulevards) as a signature characteristic.

 Continue to work to establish a unique identity
for each of the TIAs and each interested
neighborhood. See Figure 10 at the end of this
Chapter and Chapter Three: Housing and
Neighborhoods for additional ideas.

 Support additional “third places”—formal and

informal, public and private opportunities for
interaction. Examples could include cafes, bars,
salons, churches, coffeeshops, gyms, post
offices, trails, beer gardens, bookstores, parks,
community centers, shops, and informal
entertainment venues, such as places for indoor
live music (e.g., jazz club). Successful third
spaces foster spontaneous conversations and
connections between people from all
backgrounds and neighborhoods. These
interactions help build strong neighborhoods by
generating a common, shared association
among all Brookfield residents, fostering the
sentiment of being part of a greater Brookfield
community.
 Support locally-owned businesses through City
efforts to assist local small business
development, including help in navigating the
development approval process, business
management training, and location assistance.

Examples of public and private
landscaping design that contributes to
Brookfield’s image as a “garden city”

 Promote awareness of community events

Outdoor dining options on Bluemound
through the City’s website, local media, and a
Road provide “third places” for residents
community calendar.
to gather
 Encourage public art installations in TIAs,
particularly in the Civic Center TIA, and identity enhancements in the greenway
network (see Natural Resources and Recreation chapter).
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Support Historic Preservation
This section reflects a desire by City leadership to have a vision and defined approach
for historic preservation in Brookfield. In general, the City intends to take a supportive
approach to historic preservation including educational and persuasive (not coercive)
efforts, and at all times supporting the rights of property owners. The following efforts will
be considered to carry out this overall approach:

 Coordinate with adjoining

property owners to complete
the planned Greenway
connection from the off-road
trail near Lake Road to the
Dousman Stagecoach Inn
Museum and Dousman Trail.

 Consider the design and

installation of interpretative signs
that would celebrate the City’s
geologic, natural, and built
history along the City’s
greenway trail network (see
more complete description of
this potential initiative in the
Natural Resources and
The Dousman Stagecoach Inn Museum is the only building
Recreation chapter).
in Brookfield on the National Register of Historic Places
 Develop an annotated map of
historic sites/buildings listed on the City’s 2008 Historic Inventory Update, as a
means to increase awareness of the locations and significance of this resource in
the community. Explore a collaboration with the Elmbrook Historical Society to
develop self-guided or docent-led historic building routes or tours based on the
map.
 Develop a “Know your House” program to educate citizens about the history of
their homes. Notify property owners of buildings listed on the City’s Historic
Inventory of the significance of their structures, technical resources available to
them to preserve or restore their building’s historic significance, and opportunities
to mark their properties if they so choose.
 Work with the Elmbrook Historical Society on efforts to continue its activities and
celebrate the presence of historic properties in the City, potentially including a
voluntary historic property marker system.

 Ensure that Community Development Department staff have, obtain, or refer

interested parties to those with the appropriate expertise to provide professional
advice on the restoration or preservation of historic structures.

 In interactions with property owners and developers, encourage the adaptive use
and renovation of historic buildings wherever practical.
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 Consider incentives to

secure the preservation of
historic buildings elsewhere
on the site and to retain
some measure of their
historic context.
 Include a historic analysis
and recommendations
regarding historic
preservation in all applicable
new and updated
node/neighborhood plans
for TIAs.

 Specifically, as part of the

recommended effort to
update the
The historic train depot in the Village area provides reference to
node/neighborhood plan for
the City’s past and possible future rail heritage
the Village Area TIA,
consider whether some measures of protection of the modest collection of historic
buildings in this area would be appropriate, and identify how preservation and
redevelopment objectives in this area can be reconciled. Sometimes, there will be
conflicting values and a historic site of building, if zoned commercial, may need to
be relocated or otherwise sensitively addressed in order to achieve other goals
such as accruing a critical mass of development characterizing a Transit Oriented
Development (TOD) District.
 Consider enactment of a zoning approach that would assign future protections to
properties listed on the City’s Historic Inventory, and map that district only where
mutually agreed by both the property owner and the City. Sometimes there will be
conflicting values and a historic building, if zoned commercial, may need to be
relocated or otherwise sensitively addressed.
 As a next step towards interpreting the significance and developing approaches
for the properties listed on the Historic Inventory, work with the Elmbrook Historical
Society, Wisconsin Historical Society, property owners, and members of the
interested public on a historic resources management plan. That plan may identify
a handful of the most significant buildings and sites for preservation prioritization
(e.g., potential listing on the State and National Register of Historic Places) and
those properties that are most at-risk for demolition, developing unique
approaches for each property.
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Figure 10: A Summary of Targeted Investment Areas
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TRANSPORTATION

B

rookfield recognizes its central location in Southeast Wisconsin
and supports several transportation options for connections
within and outside of the City.

HOW WILL WE DO IT?

2O5O
BROOKFIELD
COMPREHENSIVE PLAN

•

Maintain and enhance our network of major roads, considering future communitysensitive expansions to Pilgrim Road, Calhoun Road, Barker Road, and North Avenue

•

Continue to improve bike and pedestrian facilities by completing the Greenway
trail network, installing sidewalks along all major roads, and ensuring safer and more
convenient crossings of major roads.

•

Support the completion of an Environmental Impact Statement (EIS), through an open,
public process, to study the feasibility, location options, impacts, and design options of
a possible future interchange on I-94 between the existing interchanges at Goerke’s
Corners and Moorland Road.

•

Facilitate regional Bus Rapid Transit, local circulator, and bus connections to major
destinations within the City, especially the Bluemound Road corridor, as a way to
maintain a strong local economy.

•

Support intercity commuter rail within Southeastern Wisconsin as a means to provide
a more reliable, faster option for residents and workers to travel to destinations in
Milwaukee and Waukesha Counties, capture significant economic benefits for the
City, and improve and quality of life benefits for residents.
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CHAPTER NINE: TRANSPORTATION
Brookfield’s access to the surrounding region—and its central location—are primary
community assets. Maintaining this accessibility and mobility will also be key to the
community’s future success. As local and regional traffic continues to increase, different
options and sometimes difficult choices may be required to maintain transportation
accessibility.
The purpose of this chapter is to describe Brookfield’s future transportation system in
response to local and regional demands and to ensure safe and efficient movement in
the community. The chapter is focused around a Future Transportation Facilities map,
which represents potential new and expanded transportation facilities over the next 10
or so years.
Readers with a keen eye will note that this generally 10-year time horizon for the
transportation facility recommendations in this chapter is significantly less than the 25
year time horizon for this Comprehensive Plan in general. This 10-year horizon is, in fact,
reflective of all of the community facility recommendations and most specific programs
and initiatives identified near the ends of each chapter in this Plan. While it is useful to
prepare a vision for 25 years (or more), it is very challenging to identify precise steps that
might need to be taken (e.g., roads that may need to be improved) that far into the
future. The Comprehensive Plan must be updated once every 10 years. With each
update, there will be an opportunity to update more precise Plan recommendations for
the succeeding 10 years—always keeping in mind the City’s overall vision.
Transportation Principle (Goal)
Brookfield recognizes its central location in Southeast Wisconsin and supports several
transportation options for connections within and outside the City.
Transportation Objectives
1. Provide for the safe movement of traffic, people, and products in the community.
2. Maintain the City’s accessibility in the metro area via multiple transportation options
to attract, retain, and serve both residents and businesses.
3. Discourage high traffic volumes and high traffic speeds in residential
neighborhoods.
4. Expand options for bicycling and walking in Brookfield.
5. Support all modes of transportation as integral parts of Brookfield’s transportation
system.
6. Incorporate sustainable approaches in the design and implementation of
transportation facilities.
7. Coordinate transportation planning and improvements with land use planning,
ensuring that transportation systems are adequate to address the anticipated traffic
associated with the land use changes before they are approved.
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Transportation Policies
1. Balance regional through traffic movement with local accessibility to and from
individual properties, neighborhoods, and community resources.
2. Actively support and cooperate on Bus Rapid Transit planning with WisDOT,
SEWRPC, Waukesha County, and the future BRT operator.
3. Work to coordinate local transportation planning with WisDOT, regional (SEWRPC),
and County highway plans. The plans of such agencies tend to identify more
transportation expansion projects in Brookfield than envisioned in this City
Comprehensive Plan. The City should consider a deliberate process of reviewing
those projects that go beyond the City’s Plan as shown on Map 6, as such projects
are considered for implementation by the State or County.
4. Consider interim improvements to preserve and enhance corridor level of service
and safety, such as spot intersection improvements prior to reconstructing roadways
with additional lanes.
5. Improve major roads to four lanes only when doing so is required to alleviate
hazardous conditions, unreasonable levels of service, and/or poor access based
upon detailed traffic studies.
6. When roadway expansions are determined to be necessary, design and implement
the expansion in a manner that is sensitive to nearby neighborhoods, the natural
environment and vegetation, and bicycle and pedestrian movement.
7. Promote a system of bike and pedestrian ways in the community, particularly
focusing on the greenway trail network, side paths/sidewalks along both sides of
major streets, and safe and accessible crossings of major roads.
8. Implement traffic calming on
neighborhood streets where
appropriate and consistent with
City policy.
9. Monitor the emergence of
autonomous vehicles and explore
changes to City policies necessary
to accommodate this new
technology while ensuring safety for
Brookfield residents.
10. Use individual Traffic Impact Studies
on a development by development
basis to identify improvements
needed for all modes of travel to
accommodate proposed land use
changes. Require such studies to
identify the parties responsible for
various improvements.

The City’s major roadways—like Calhoun Road—
provide transportation for multiple modes.

11. Increase street connections, minimize block sizes, and provide for private crossaccess between adjoining lots wherever possible to improve circulation and
minimize congestion.
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12. Support transit connections to major destinations within the City, especially the
Interstate 94 and Bluemound Road corridors.
13. Consider the needs of persons with disabilities and personal assistive mobility
devices when considering transportation access and improvements.
14. Support the continual improvement of air transportation in the area via Mitchell
International Airport and the Waukesha County Airport, which both provide
convenient access to Brookfield businesses and residents.
15. Support the maintenance and modernization of rail lines, interstates, other state and
federal highways, and the Port of Milwaukee for freight movement via railroad,
truck, and water. In particular, encourage WisDOT to add capacity (lanes) to I-94.
Transportation Programs and Initiatives
The City intends to pursue the following initiatives in support of its vision for
transportation:
Support Bus Rapid Transit in Brookfield
The City recognizes that intergovernmental efforts to pursue regional transit are
underway. Currently, Milwaukee County is in the process of establishing East-West Bus
Rapid Transit (BRT). BRT is designed to provide substantially faster travel times than
conventional buses. BRT stations are spaced every one-half to one mile apart, typically
operating in transit-only lanes and using transit-signal priority or preemption to ensure
their travel times are competitive with or better than driving. During morning and
afternoon commutes BRT service would run every 10 minutes. Frequent headways and
faster travel times make BRT well suited for commuters and “by choice” transit riders
who might otherwise drive to work.
The East-West BRT route will run along the Bluemound Road corridor, beginning in
Downtown Milwaukee and ending at the Milwaukee Regional Medical Center in
Wauwatosa. Service is anticipated to begin in 2020-2021. The next phase of the EastWest BRT could involve an expansion west to Waukesha and east to the University of
Wisconsin-Milwaukee, as is recommended in SEWRPC’s Vision 2050. The western BRT
expansion would continue through Brookfield along Bluemound Road to Downtown
Waukesha. BRT could bring many benefits to Brookfield, including connecting workers
from Waukesha and Milwaukee Counties to Brookfield, reducing the number of cars on
Bluemound Road, providing Brookfield residents with a car-free connection to
Downtown Milwaukee, and increasing property values along the BRT corridor.
As BRT is extended to Waukesha County, the City of Brookfield will work with WisDOT,
SEWRPC, Waukesha County, and the future BRT operator to plan for BRT and identify
suitable station location(s) in Brookfield. Additionally, the City will promote Transit
Oriented Development around station locations. See Chapter Eight: Destinations for
more information about TOD.
Explore a Bluemound Road Circulator or Trolley
Connectivity on Bluemound Road has been identified as a growing issue due to high
traffic volumes, distance between major destinations, and the difficultly of navigating
and crossing Bluemound Road on foot. New investments such as the new Brookfield
Conference Center and new hotels point to a need to improve connectivity in this
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area, whether it is on foot or by car. The City should work with transportation and
economic development partners to explore providing a circulator or trolley that
provides a connection along Bluemound Road and between Brookfield’s hotel and
retails centers so that visitors can travel between destinations without driving. The
circulator could connect Brookfield residents, employees, and visitors to assets and
destinations such as Brookfield Square, Executive Drive, Brookfield Conference Center,
other retail hubs, and Goerke’s Corners. The circulator could fulfill a vital connectivity
need in the intervening years before BRT is operational.
Follow Guidance on Future Transportation System Map
The City has local needs for transportation improvements that it will need to address.
The City also recognizes that it is part of a larger transportation network and that there
are other planning agencies in the region. Accordingly, the City needs to coordinate its
improvements and work cooperatively with these agencies and their plans for
transportation improvements as part of this larger network.
The City intends to work and cooperate with other transportation agencies to
implement transportation improvements identified on Map 6: Future Transportation
Facilities, when factors such as adjacent new development, traffic volumes, and crash
rates warrant. Projects identified for the next ten years are shown on this map and are
discussed in more detail below.
Implement Local Street and Other Transportation Improvements
Local street improvements and other transportation improvements are listed below with
extensions of existing streets listed first, followed by intersection improvements, widening
of roads and other transportation improvements. This order does not imply order of
implementation and some of the projects listed later may be completed before a
project listed above it.

 The redesign and interconnection of streets in the Brookfield Square/Executive

Drive area, and in other locations within certain TIAs as indicated on Map 6, to
facilitate better cross-access, minimize traffic congestion on major streets and at
key intersections, and improve economic opportunities.
 Coordinate with other transportation agencies to make intersection improvements
at the locations depicted on Map 6, including key intersections on Bluemound
Road, Capitol Drive, and North Avenue. When considering these potential
improvements, the City will consider the needs of motorists, transit, pedestrians,
and bicyclists.
 Expand the following roads to four lanes (as currently included the City’s approved
Capital Improvements Plan): Calhoun Road from North Avenue to Capitol Drive, N.
124th Street from Lisbon Road to the northern City limits, and North Avenue from N.
124th Street to Calhoun Road (the latter in coordination with Waukesha County).
 Consideration of expanding the following roads to four lanes, once pertinent
intersection improvement options are considered: Coordinate with Waukesha
County to widen to four lanes Barker Road from Bluemound Road to North
Avenue, and Pilgrim Road north of North Avenue. Pilgrim Parkway between North
Avenue and Bluemound Road should also be considered for widening, in
cooperation with Elm Grove.
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 The final easterly extension of Wisconsin Avenue, connecting it to Pilgrim Parkway,
provided that logical intersection design(s) along Pilgrim Parkway can be
accomplished. The City will work with Elm Grove, WisDOT, and Waukesha County
on viable design options.

 Coordinate with appropriate agencies to implement roadway and other

improvements as necessary to facilitate the extension of Bus Rapid Transit to
Brookfield.
 Completion of the greenway trail network; promotion of sidewalks on both sides of
major roads; and safe, more convenient crossings of main roads for pedestrians
and bicyclists.

 Consideration of certain park and ride and bus transit expansions along key
roadway corridors.

Coordinate with the County Highway Department, Regional Planning Commission, and
their Transportation Plans
The City intends to work to develop unified, positive positions on potential County
highway projects in Brookfield as a means to address traffic issues.
VISION 2050, adopted by the Southeastern Wisconsin Regional Planning Commission in
2017, and the adopted Comprehensive Development Plan for Waukesha County (2007)
both include the following Brookfield-related recommendations as they relate to
County owned facilities:

 Widening the following major roads to four lanes: Springdale Road (CTH SR), Barker
Road (CTH Y), Pilgrim Road/Pilgrim Parkway (CTH YY), Hampton Avenue (CTH K),
and North Avenue (CTH M).

 Extending Springdale Road to connect from Capitol Drive to Weyer Road.
 Considering the long term extension of 124th Street south to Greenfield Avenue.
Additional study, community involvement, and consensus will be needed to determine
which of these recommendations would be supported by the City, particularly those
that do not conform with Map 6: Future Transportation Facilities.
Coordinate with State and Federal DOTs Regarding Interstate Freeway Studies
The City intends to work with WisDOT to study planned and potential improvements to
the interstate system in the Brookfield area as central to continued economic health,
traffic safety improvements, and congestion management. Specifically, the City will:

 Support the completion of an Environmental Impact Study (EIS), through an open,

public process, to study the feasibility, location options, impacts, and design
options of a future additional interchange on Interstate 94 between the existing
interchanges at USH 18 (Goerke’s Corners) and Moorland Road, in a possible
location represented on Map 6. The Common Council may deliberate and take
action on the recommendations of the EIS. The City supports completing an EIS for
such interchange because it would:



Gather a range of data necessary to make a fully informed decision on an
interchange.
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Be required by state and federal law before any construction could occur. If
money and resources are going to be spent on a study, the City should make
sure that the study complies with state and federal DOT requirements.
Consider alignments and impacts for a range of alternatives—including a “no
build” alternative.




Not necessarily result in building anything.
Include an open, inclusive, public information and involvement process—
including nearby neighborhoods and the business community.



Consider all relevant impacts, including neighborhood and environmental
impacts.



Retain flexibility and keep options open for the future.

Encourage the continuity established by current City policies and plans.
 Continue to work with WisDOT and other stakeholders to study the impacts and
design options of a new ramp from Interstate 94 to Executive Drive, as identified in
the adopted Calhoun Road South Neighborhood Plan. If determined initially
feasible, because of its proximity to the possible interchange to the west and its
effect on the overall system, this ramp may need to be considered as part of a
broader EIS that goes beyond studying only the Executive Drive ramp.


 Support modernization of the east-west Interstate 94 corridor, through a WisDOT-

sponsored study of the corridor. The above Brookfield-specific study points could
be considered in this system modernization study.
Support Intercity Commuter Rail within Southeastern Wisconsin
Commuter rail is a type of passenger rail that operates primarily on existing railroad
tracks and which connects employment hubs in both urban and suburban areas to one
another. Commuter rail usually operates during peak travel times with limited stops.
Currently the only commuter rail in Wisconsin is the Metra, which serves Chicago and its
surrounding suburbs and Kenosha, WI. SEWRPC’s VISION 2050 recommends commuter
rail along existing rail rights-of-ways from Downtown Milwaukee and through Brookfield,
continuing west to Oconomowoc and south to Waukesha. VISION 2050 recommends a
commuter rail station in Brookfield.
Private entities have put forward proposal to bring commuter rail to Wisconsin. Some of
these proposals have conceptual route existing freight tracks in Milwaukee and
Waukesha Counties, including stops in Elm Grove and Brookfield. (These proposals are
distinct from past efforts to advance the Midwest Regional Rail Initiative, which was a
multi-state effort to develop an improved and expanded passenger rail system across
the Midwest.) It is also possible that regional, state, and federal governments will
cooperate to implement commuter rail within the planning period.
Subject to Common Council approval, the City intends to support future commuter rail
service, provided a station in Brookfield is maintained in state and federal plans, and
funded through state or federal sources. Brookfield will attempt to multiply benefits
associated with a station through compatible redevelopment, connection with other
transportation options, and a broader economic positioning strategy for the
community.
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The City has taken the above position on intercity commuter rail service after
consideration of the following:

 Brookfield may have little influence on whether the rail system is built—momentum
and money would have to be provided at the state and federal level.

 Significant federal money would be required for a station, parking, and

construction, and to address off-site impacts.
 A station in Brookfield is anticipated to result in significant economic and quality of
life benefits.

 Commuter rail provides another reliable option for residents and workers to get to
Downtown Milwaukee and other destinations in Milwaukee and Waukesha
Counties.
 Commuter rail provides an option to travel to more places without a car, which
may become increasingly important given recent and future demographic shifts.
Support Other Transportation Options Consistent with Brookfield’s Vision
Recognizing that access to and through Brookfield by other modes of transportation is
important for economic health, the City intends to work with other transit agencies to
accommodate public transit service options serving the City’s densest employment
centers along Bluemound Road (and Capitol Drive in the long term), commuter
transit/express bus services along Interstate 94, and limited bus, shuttle, and taxi service
to and from the rail station if commuter rail is constructed. In addition, Park and Ride lots
may include the existing lot at Goerke’s Corners and potential new lots at the Moorland
Road interchange and in the Capitol Drive/Calhoun Road intersection area.
Encourage transportation options, such as taxis or shuttles, which provide linkages from
any potential future commuter rail station in the City.
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Map 6: Future Transportation Facilities
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COMMUNITY VALUE

B

rookfield enjoys exceptional services at reasonable
costs, a competitive cost of living, and an attractive
business environment.

HOW WILL WE DO IT?

2O5O
BROOKFIELD
COMPREHENSIVE PLAN

•

Continue to implement a capital improvement program (CIP) to program
City utility and facility investments, and to effectively manage debt
associated with large infrastructure projects.

•

Continue progressive stormwater management initiatives and techniques
to address community flooding.

•

Implement programs for greater sustainability—environmental friendliness
and energy efficiency—in public utilities, services, and facilities.

•

Pursue water conservation initiatives focused on education, including
efforts to decrease our water usage.

•

Revisit the ways City government communicates among itself and
with taxpayers and residents, with a focus on enhancing digital
communications and transactions.

CITY OF BROOKFIELD . WISCONSIN
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CHAPTER TEN: COMMUNITY VALUE
Public services and utilities are an essential—if often hidden—element of community
development. Brookfield prides itself on continuing to provide a full range of public
services at a reasonable tax rate as a benefit for City businesses and residents. This is the
essence of “community value;” hence, the title of this chapter.
The purpose of this chapter is to describe the future community facilities, utilities, and
services to meet the needs of residents and businesses. The City also has a rich
assortment of detailed plans and analyses for community facilities and utilities.
Community Value Principle (Goal)
Brookfield enjoys exceptional services at reasonable costs, a competitive cost of living,
and an attractive business environment.
Community Value Objectives
1. Prioritize keeping Brookfield safe, clean,
and efficient through effective public
service delivery.
2. Emphasize cost-effectiveness, energyefficiency, and sustainability in the
delivery of public utilities, services,
facilities, and purchases.
3. Consider the City’s vision and desired
future land use pattern when making
future decisions to alter City services or
facility locations.
Community Value Policies
1. Continue to update and implement a
Brookfield’s City Hall
capital improvement program (CIP) in
order to program City utility and facility
investments, and effectively manage debt associated with large infrastructure
projects and maintain reasonable tax rates.
2. Continue progressive stormwater management initiatives and techniques to reduce
damage to private property associated with flooding.
3. Implement programs for greater sustainability, environmental friendliness, and
energy efficiency in public utilities, services, and facilities, such as implementing
waste reduction and water conservation initiatives. See Chapter Five: Natural Areas
and Recreation and Chapter Seven: Sustainability for additional ideas.
4. Pursue opportunities to integrate “green” (i.e., energy efficient, environmentally
sustainable) building practices into the design and construction and renovation of
public buildings and sites.
5. Continue to coordinate telecommunication and energy infrastructure and bike and
pedestrian facilities with all roadway construction projects.
6. As aging systems are evaluated for upgrades/replacement, explore opportunities to
integrate “Smart City” technologies into new and existing municipal infrastructure.
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Examples include smart LED streetlights, sensor-enabled sewer and stormwater
management infrastructure, electric vehicle charging stations, and smart kiosks and
bus shelters.
7. Make revisions to City ordinances as necessary to implement the community service
recommendations in this Plan, including City building codes, mechanical codes,
housing codes, and sanitary codes.
Community Value Programs and Initiatives
The City intends to pursue the following initiatives in support of its vision for community
value:
Expand and Enhance Public Utility Systems as Necessary
The City intends to implement detailed utility facility plans to expand and upgrade
utilities as necessary to meet future demand including the following:

 Expand the water distribution system infrastructure and staff as necessary to serve
new developments and extend water service to all existing properties.

 Pursue water conservation initiatives, including decreasing water usage through

the use of low-flow fixtures or timers and sensors on sprinkling systems and
encouraging the use of drought-resistant plants, rain barrels, rain gardens, and bioswales; keeping water conservation in mind when reviewing new development
proposals; and addressing supply
side issues such as leaking pipes.
 Continue developing an
interconnection to other
community/regional water supplies
in order to better respond to major
fire/emergency situations.
 Anticipate upgrades and
expansions to the Fox River
Wastewater Treatment Plant.

 Comply with regulatory

requirements to lower wastewater
effluent discharge limits.

 Continue to aggressively seek ways

of reducing inflow and infiltration
into public sanitary sewer mains by
Stormwater infiltration within Mitchell Park parking lot
repairing public sewer pipes and
manholes. Consider inspecting and requiring improvements to private systems
including laterals and removal of illegal connections and other sources of clear
water from private property.
 Continue to improve stormwater management in the City, including working
cooperatively and comprehensively with the Menomonee River Municipal
Watershed Group and the Southeastern Wisconsin Watersheds Trust to address
stormwater quantity as well as quality issues.

 Maintain the City’s recycling center.
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Expand and Upgrade City Facilities and Equipment as Necessary
The City intends to expand and upgrade community facilities, staff, and equipment, as
determined necessary by the Common Council, in order to meet future demand,
including consideration of the following: library, community/senior center, policing, and
fire protection. The City will depend on the private sector to continue to provide health
care, cemeteries, and telecommunications facilities, while accommodating the use of
public sites (e.g., water towers) for telecommunication facilities.
Explore Approaches to Modernization of Municipal Communications
Brookfield intends to continually review the ways City government communicates
internally and with taxpayers and residents. The focus will be on enhancing digital
communications and transactions, through consideration of the following strategies:

 Explore how the City’s website could be improved visually, organizationally, and as
a two-way communications tool to residents, businesses, and visitors.

 Expand use of the City’s website and digital communications in general to

enhance customer service, such as to pay bills or opt for digital newsletters;
communicate on issues of interest to the public; department communications with
the Council and committees and virtual staff training as a way to minimize travel
expenses while still keeping staff attuned to important developments in their fields.

 Respond to long-term trends and norms by utilizing technologies (such as web

electronic payments or mobile point of sale devices) that allow for credit card
payments or web payments by residents and business owners for fees, licenses,
permits, etc.

 Attempt to deliver more written communications with businesses digitally, as

opposed to hard copy. This request was received more than once by business
executives who participated in the planning process.
 Continue to update the calendar on the City website and expand the ability of
other organizations to post events and volunteer opportunities of interest to the
community.

 Explore creation of a “community indicators” section on the City’s website to help

residents understand trends in their community and the achievement of City plans
and policies. Suggested community indicators are included in the implementation
chapter.
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Map 7: Utilities and Community Facilities
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Generally Follow the Timetable Below to Create, Expand, or Rehabilitate Community
Facilities and Utilities
Figure 11: Timetable to Create, Expand, or Rehabilitate Community Facilities and Utilities
Utility or Facility
Water Supply

Sanitary Sewer

Timeframe for
Improvements
Ongoing, with
projected
completion of
water system
expansion in 2037
Ongoing

Description of Improvements
Expand as necessary to serve new developments; update and
implement water supply studies.

On-Site Wastewater
Treatment Systems
Solid Waste Disposal

Ongoing

Recycling

Ongoing

Stormwater
Management
Police Protection

Ongoing

Fire Protection and
EMS Service
Library

2020-2040

Upgrade and expand facilities and infrastructure; update and
implement sanitary sewer and Fox River wastewater treatment
plant studies.
Continue to work with remaining property owners to connect to
sanitary sewer when appropriate.
Continue to provide solid waste collection through the City’s
contracted service with a private sector provider. Consider
automated collection versus “up the drive” service for cost
savings (if significant to justify change in service level).
Continue to maintain the City’s Recycling Center. Continue to
provide single stream recycling collection with a private sector
provider.
Continue improvements to mitigate flooding concerns and
improve overall groundwater and surface water quality.
Explore facility and personnel levels as necessary to meet
service demands.
Explore personnel levels as necessary to meet service demands.

2020-2040

Explore facility needs as necessary to meet service demands.

Municipal Building
and Operation
Medical Facilities

2020-2040

In long term, consider reconstruction of building into multi-story
facility as part of possible future Civic Center redevelopment.
Private parties will add capacity as needed.

Ongoing

2020-2040

Ongoing

Schools
See Chapter Six: Education
Parks and Recreation See Chapter Five: Natural Resources and Recreation
Telecommunication
Facilities

Ongoing

Power Plants/
Transmission Lines
Cemeteries

Ongoing
Ongoing

Private parties will add capacity as needed; continue to use
wireless communication tower lease payments to fund trail
construction, rehabilitation, and maintenance.
Work with providers on issues related to the location or upgrade
of transmission lines or substations in the City.
Private parties will add capacity as needed.

Child Care

Ongoing

Private parties will add capacity as needed.

Brookfield
Conference Center

Ongoing, with
opening in April
2020

Building under construction. Management Agreement with
Third Party to operate for City has been executed. Continue to
work with Third Party operator and Visit Brookfield for success of
the facility. Facility to be used for voting in elections.
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REGIONALISM

B

rookfield embraces collaboration with neighboring
and overlapping communities and education
providers.

HOW WILL WE DO IT?

2O5O
BROOKFIELD
COMPREHENSIVE PLAN

•

Collaborate with regional organizations like Milwaukee 7 on issues
of mutual interest, such as growing the pool of technology-focused
employees and businesses.

•

Connect with state and federal initiatives and grant sources that may
benefit Brookfield and/or on which Brookfield may have a greater
likelihood for success to achieve local initiatives, such as sustainability,
trails, and roads.

•

Collaborate with Elm Grove on planned transportation improvements,
shared solutions to water supply, and sustaining a strong tax base for the
Elmbrook School District.

•

Collaborate with Wauwatosa on future Targeted Investment Area
planning in the 124th Street corridor.

•

Encourage the Town of Brookfield in enhancing development design
standards in its portion of the Bluemound Road corridor.

•

Support the annexation of isolated Town properties and others if
requested by area property owners, and, in the long term, support
consolidation.

CITY OF BROOKFIELD . WISCONSIN
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CHAPTER ELEVEN: REGIONALISM
In a state with over 2,500 units of government and in an era of diminished local
government resources, it is critical to coordinate decisions that affect neighboring
communities, seek intergovernmental cooperation and regionalization to provide
services more efficiently, minimize wasteful competition for development, and avoid
costly lawsuits. Further, the greater Milwaukee area continues to advance efforts in
regional cooperation. Collaborative efforts include regional land use and
transportation plans, cooperative comprehensive plans, and economic development
and workforce development elements. Entities beyond local municipalities engaged in
these efforts include SEWRPC, Waukesha County, Waukesha County Center for Growth,
Milwaukee 7, and Waukesha County Workforce Development Center.
This chapter identifies partnerships that are important for full implementation of the 2050
Vision and the City’s future success and describes the City’s approach for enhancing
intergovernmental cooperation. This chapter also incorporates by reference all plans
and agreements to which the City of Brookfield is a party under §66.0225, §66.0301,
§66.0307, and §66.0309, Wisconsin Statutes; and identifies known existing or potential
conflicts between this Comprehensive Plan and the plans of adjacent cities and towns,
counties, and school districts.
This Comprehensive Plan reflects a growing consciousness of Brookfield’s place in the
larger region, and an increased awareness of opportunities to collaborate with
neighboring and overlapping jurisdictions.
Regionalism Principle (Goal)
Brookfield embraces collaboration with neighboring and overlapping communities and
education providers.
Regionalism Objectives
1. Collaborate across community boundaries and overlapping jurisdictions (e.g.,
County, School District) to jointly work towards maintaining and improving the region
as a desirable place to do business, live, work, and visit.
2. Pursue cooperative opportunities to increase municipal efficiency, improve service
provision, and realize greater returns on municipal investments.
Regionalism Policies
1. Continue to cooperate with other units of government on land use, natural
resources, recreation, transportation, economic development, and other systems
that are under shared authority or that cross governmental boundaries.
2. Remain involved and increase participation in regional economic development
initiatives, such as Milwaukee 7 and Waukesha County economic initiatives.
3. Consider regionalization of public services and facilities where consolidating,
coordinating, or sharing services or facilities will result in better services, cost savings,
or both.
4. Partner with educational institutions in the Brookfield area to expand and enhance
educational opportunities for all residents, help grow the economy through worker
and entrepreneur training, pursue recreational programming, and enhance the
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economic health of the City and surrounding area (see also Chapter Six:
Education).
5. Collaborate with surrounding communities and education providers as appropriate
on the potential shared siting, building, and operation of public facilities,
equipment, and services.
6. Provide a copy of this Plan to all surrounding local governments and districts, and
continue to involve and update them on future changes to the Plan.
Regionalism Programs and Initiatives
The City intends to pursue the following initiatives in support of its vision for regionalism:
Collaborate on Regional Initiatives
The City intends to recognize, capitalize on, and solve local issues and help resolve
regional issues through the following broader regional collaboration initiatives (usually
described in greater detail in other chapters of this Plan):

 Become a more active participant in regional economic development initiatives,
collaborating with the Waukesha County Center for Growth and Milwaukee 7 on
economic development opportunities and issues of mutual interest, such as
growing the talent pool of technology-focused employees and businesses in the
area.

 Continue to work with SEWRPC, WisDOT, WisDNR, and Waukesha County on

transportation issues that affect the City—from roads, to rail, to transit, and to trails.
 Continue to work with other communities and organizations in Brookfield’s
watersheds such as the Menomonee River Municipal Watershed Group, the
Southeastern Wisconsin Watersheds Trust, and the Milwaukee Metropolitan
Sewerage District—and remain apprised of activities at higher levels of
government—regarding surface, ground, storm, and source water management
issues and solutions.
 Continue to work to understand the economic initiatives and specialties of other
communities in the region, and learn from similar, progressive communities in other
regions.
 Continue to pursue state and federal initiatives and grant sources that may benefit
Brookfield and/or on which Brookfield may have a greater likelihood for success to
achieve local initiatives (e.g., sustainability, trails, infrastructure).
Collaborate on Intermunicipal Issues
The following sections address opportunities and issues with directly adjoining units of
government. In general, at the time this Plan was written, there are no known conflicts
between the City of Brookfield 2050 Comprehensive Plan and the plans of adjoining
and overlapping units of government. However, if conflicts arise among community
comprehensive plans in the future, the City intends to work to resolve them.

 Village of Elm Grove. The City intends to collaborate with the Village on planned

transportation improvements associated with the Wisconsin Avenue extension and
the planned expansions of Pilgrim Parkway and North Avenue; on shared solutions
to water supply; on continuing to work toward sustaining an attractive shared tax
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base for the School District of Elmbrook; and on detailed planning recommended
for the TIAs in the 124th Street Corridor—see Chapter Eight: Destinations.
 City of Wauwatosa and City of West Allis. The City intends to collaborate on
detailed planning recommended for TIAs in the 124th Street corridor—see Chapter
Eight: Destinations.

 Town of Brookfield. In the short term, the City will encourage the Town in

enhancing development design standards in its portion of the Bluemound Road
corridor and support the annexation of property in the detached and isolated
northwest quadrant of the Town and in other areas if initiated and requested by
area property owners. In the long term, the City supports consolidation between
the two communities as a means to eliminate redundant services, better
coordinate economic growth and health, and rationalize and help market the
Brookfield community.

 All adjoining communities and organizations. For all neighboring and overlapping
communities and organizations, including the Village of Butler, Village of
Menomonee Falls, City of Pewaukee, City of New Berlin, City of Wauwatosa,
Milwaukee County, Waukesha County, SEWRPC, and the communities listed
above, the City intends to address stormwater, transportation, mutual aid, and
land use coordination issues of mutual concern as they arise.
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IMPLEMENTATION
GETTING IT DONE:

he City emphasizes
carrying out its
vision through a
coordinated program
of plan implementation,
evaluation, and update.

2O5O
BROOKFIELD
COMPREHENSIVE PLAN

•

Implement this Plan according to a detailed timetable,
recognizing local priorities and budget and time constraints.

•

Make sure that decisions related to zoning and subdivision
are consistent with this Comprehensive Plan, and consider the
Plan an important guide for other types of future decisions,
including the City strategic planning process.

•

Institute Plan evaluation and amendment processes to provide
a manageable, predictable, and cost effective process for
monitoring progress and keeping the Plan up to date.

CITY OF BROOKFIELD . WISCONSIN
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CHAPTER TWELVE: IMPLEMENTATION
The City will realize its 2050 Vision through a coordinated, continuous program of Plan
implementation, evaluation, and update. The purpose of this chapter is to identify highpriority implementation steps, timeframes, and responsible parties; propose a system to
measure success in achieving Plan recommendations; and to describe the process and
criteria for subsequent amendments to the Comprehensive Plan. The detailed
implementation table provides a list and timeline of major actions to implement this
Plan.
Plan Adoption
A first step in implementing the City of Brookfield 2050 Comprehensive Plan is making
sure that it is adopted in a manner that supports its intended future use as a tool for
consistent decision-making. Pursuant to Section 66.1001, Wisconsin Statues, the City has
included all necessary elements for this Plan to be adopted (see Figure 12 for a list of
elements and their chapter equivalent in this Plan) and has followed the procedures for
adopting this Plan under the state’s comprehensive planning legislation.
Particularly noteworthy is the fact that the City has re-adopted other, more detailed
plans simultaneously. The adoption ordinance, included in Appendix C, includes those
previously adopted plans that are detailed components of the City’s Comprehensive
Plan. The reader may refer to Figure 12 for a list of the City’s detailed plans that are
adopted as part of the City’s overall comprehensive plan.
The state comprehensive planning statute requires that the implementation element
“describe how each of the elements of the comprehensive plan shall be integrated
and made consistent with the other elements of the comprehensive plan.” There are no
known internal inconsistencies between the different elements or chapters of this Plan,
although there are clearly challenges and tensions among certain recommendations,
and some of the City’s detailed plans may need adjustment to fully carry out the
advice and suggestions in this primary Comprehensive Plan document.
Plan Advancement and Awareness
This Plan is intended to be used by government officials, developers, residents, and
others interested in the future of the City to guide growth, development,
redevelopment, and preservation. The City intends to constantly evaluate its decisions
on private development proposals, public investments, regulations, incentives, and
other actions against the recommendations of this Plan, as all zoning, subdivision, and
official map “actions” must to be consistent with the adopted Comprehensive Plan,
under State law.
This Plan will only have value if it is understood, supported, and used by the community.
It is critical that the City make concerted efforts to increase community awareness and
education on this Plan. To this end, efforts may include:

 Prominently displaying the Vision statement, Future Land Use map, Future

Transportation Facilities map, and other Plan materials at City Hall, the Library, or
other community gathering places.

 Ensuring that up-to-date materials are easily accessible on the City’s website.
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 Regularly presenting implementation progress reports to the Common Council,

Plan Commission, and other municipal bodies, based on the indicators included
later in this chapter.
 Incorporating Plan implementation steps in the annual budget process, and
strategic planning efforts, including periodic updates comparing the strategic plan
with the Plan goals and objectives.
 Encouraging all City commissions and staff to become familiar with and use the
Plan in their decision making.

 Reviewing and assessing the Plan by reviewing performance against the measures
and implementation priorities described later in this chapter.
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Figure 12: The Components of Brookfield’s Comprehensive Plan
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Plan Administration and Addressing “Consistency”
The comprehensive planning statute does not provide guidance about how to
determine if zoning and land division actions are “consistent” with the Plan. As such, this
concept will evolve, potentially via further legislation or court action. Subsequent
amendments to this Comprehensive Plan may further address the “consistency”
requirement as this evolution occurs.
In the meantime, the City will use the following general approach for purposes of
determining whether or not any action is “consistent,” as that term is used in 66.1001(3),
Wisconsin Statutes. First, the City designates itself as the entity charged with determining
whether its implementation actions are consistent with its Comprehensive Plan. Second,
the City intends to use a system for making and documenting consistency findings for
Common Council and Plan Commission zoning and subdivision decisions, with
assistance from the Community Development Department and the City Attorney.
Many of the individual decisions under this Plan will revolve around zoning, land
divisions, public investments, and intergovernmental relations. The City’s approach for
addressing each of these types of decisions—and evaluating consistency of
subsequent decisions with this Comprehensive Plan—is as listed below:

 Zoning. Proposed zoning map amendments (rezonings) should be consistent with

this Plan. Specifically, the Future Land Use map should be used to guide the
application of the general pattern of permanent zoning. However, the precise
location of zoning district boundaries may vary, as judged appropriate by the Plan
Commission and Common Council. Departures from the exact land use
boundaries depicted on the Future Land Use map may be particularly appropriate
for planned development district projects, modified suburban overlay district
boundaries, mixed use projects, properties split by zoning districts, and/or
properties located at the edges of future land use areas. In their consideration of
zoning map changes, the Plan Commission and Common Council will also
evaluate the specific timing of the zoning map amendment request, its
relationship to the nature of both existing and planned land uses, and the details
of the proposed development. Therefore, this Plan allows for the phased timing of
zoning actions and the refinement of the precise recommended land use
boundaries through the zoning and land division processes. Where the City wishes
to amend its zoning map in a manner that differs from this Plan, the City will first
need to amend the Plan to resolve the difference(s).
 Conditional Uses. Section 66.1001(2m)(b) of the Wisconsin Statutes states that
conditional use approval is not required to be consistent with the City’s
Comprehensive Plan. Local ordinances can nevertheless include consistency with
the comprehensive plan as a standard for evaluating applications for conditional
uses. This aspect of the City Zoning Code is under review by City Officials.
 Land Division. Proposed land divisions should be generally consistent, but not
necessarily precisely consistent, with the recommendations in this Plan. In their
consideration of land divisions, the Plan Commission and Common Council will
also evaluate the specific timing of the land division request, its relationship to the
nature of both existing and future land uses, and the details of the proposed
development. Departures from the exact locations depicted on these maps will
be resolved through the land division process for certified survey maps, preliminary
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plats and final plats. This Plan allows for the phased timing and the refinement of
the precise recommended development pattern through the land division
process, as deemed appropriate by the Plan Commission and Common Council.
 Public Investments. Proposed public investment decisions will be guided by the
recommendations in this Plan. In many cases, the Plan indicates that the City will
“consider” or “explore” the possibility of certain identified public investments.
Further, the timing and precise location of public investments may vary, as judged
appropriate by City Boards and the Common Council. This Plan allows for the
phased timing and the refinement of the precise recommended public facilities
and other public investments as deemed appropriate by the Plan Commission
and Common Council.
 Intergovernmental Relations. Proposed intergovernmental relation decisions will be
guided by the recommendations in this Plan, as deemed appropriate by City
Boards and the Common Council. However, in their consideration of
intergovernmental decisions and agreements, the Plan Commission and Common
Council will also evaluate a wide variety of other factors, including specific
provisions of the recommended agreements. Departures from the
recommendations in this Plan shall be resolved by the Common Council through
the intergovernmental process.
Plan Amendments
Amendments may be appropriate in the years following initial plan adoption,
particularly in instances where the Plan has become irrelevant or contradictory to
emerging policy or trends or does not provide specific advice or guidance on an
emerging issue. “Amendments” are generally defined as minor changes to the Plan
maps or text—as opposed to an “update,” which is described later in the chapter.
Over the planning period, the City is likely to receive and wish to entertain requests for
Plan amendments. The Plan should be evaluated for potential amendments regularly.
The state comprehensive planning law requires that the City use the same basic
process to amend this Comprehensive Plan as is used to initially adopt the Plan. This
does not mean that new surveys need to be administered or old committees need to
be reformed. It does mean that the following procedures defined under Section
66.1001(4), Wisconsin Statutes, need to be followed.
Plan Review and Update
The state comprehensive planning law requires that a community’s comprehensive
plan be updated at least once every ten years. As opposed to an amendment, an
update is often a substantial re-write of the plan document and maps. Based on this
deadline, the City intends to update this Comprehensive Plan by the year 2030 (i.e., ten
years after 2020) at the latest.
Additionally, the City Plan Commission intends to conduct a five-year review of the Plan
in 2025. This review may lead to amendments to the Plan, which would be processed
under the amendment process described above. It may also or alternatively lead to
directions that should be considered in the later Plan update.
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Measuring Progress Towards Plan Achievement
The City will, on a biannual basis to coincide with the City’s Strategic Plan process,
measure its progress toward completing major tasks advised in this Comprehensive Plan
(see Figure 13) and in actually achieving its vision. Vision achievement will be measured
by comparing a set of data with a pre-set list measuring success. As reported within
Figure 13, the measures of success are organized around the nine principles included in
the 2050 Vision Statement, plus Land Use. Figure 13 has four different columns of
information, described as follows:

 Vision Principle. The first column lists the principle against which success (or vision
achievement) will be measured.

 Progress Measure. The second column lists the particular measures of success

proposed to evaluate whether progress towards achieving the vision principle is
being achieved. Progress measures were selected based on the following factors:
relevance, reflective of community values, attractive to local media/easy to
report (whatever media or outlet is available), statistically measurable wherever
possible, defensible, reliable, actionable, and policy-relevant.
 Source. The third column identifies the source of the progress measure for annual
reference.

 Actual Result, Year: ____. The final column indicates the actual data collected
relative to the Progress Measure, assuming that this table will be used as an
evaluation form in subsequent years.
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Figure 13: Comprehensive Plan Measures of Success
Vision Statement Guiding Principle

Progress Measure(s)

Source(s)

Land Use: Brookfield encourages a land use
pattern that reflects our vision as a full service,
sustainable community; maintains
neighborhoods; protects greenways; and
provides a platform for economic growth and
redevelopment in Targeted Investment Areas.

 Maintaining a balanced mix of residential, nonresidential, and park/recreation/open space land
uses.

City property tax records

 Stable/increasing property values.

Annual Parks, Recreation and
Forestry Department Report

Housing and Neighborhoods: Brookfield is a
housing location of choice across generations
offering housing options that preserve the
character, vitality, and safety of its
neighborhoods.

 Low owner-occupied and renter-occupied housing
vacancy rates.

U.S. Census

 Stable/increasing property values.

City Police Department
records

Jobs and Shopping: Brookfield is a premier
commercial and job center that supplies
valuable products and services; embraces
solutions for modern convenience and flexible
lifestyles; cultivates family-supporting careers;
and offers the ideal home base for
experiencing the Milwaukee area.
Natural Resources and Recreation: Brookfield
enjoys vibrant parks, trails, and restorative
natural landscapes; is a careful steward of
water and other resources; and is a center for
culture, recreation, hospitality, and
entertainment.

 Stable/decreasing crime rates.
 Increasing number of housing units in Targeted
Investment Areas.

Annual City Development
Report

City property tax records

Real estate industry reports
Building permit records

See 2019 Economic Development Program for detailed Evaluation Benchmarks at
www.ci.brookfield.wi.us, City Hall, or the Brookfield Public Library.

 Increasing miles of greenway trails.

City GIS data

 Implementation of park acquisition/space
development plans.

Annual Parks, Recreation and
Forestry Department Report

 Progress towards reaching State-required water
quality goals.

School District of Elmbrook

 Increasing and broadening scope of activities,
events, and celebrations.

Wisconsin Department of
Natural Resources

 Increasing volume of visitors and their estimated
expenditures.
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Progress Measure(s)

Source(s)

Education: Brookfield is known for outstanding
schools and lifetime learning to advance
personal success, meet modern workforce
demands, and support entrepreneurship.

 Stable/increasing public and private school
enrollment.

Wisconsin Department of
Public Instruction

 Stable/increasing educational achievement.

Education Providers (invited)

 Increasing number and variety of education
institutions/venues.

Community Development
Department

Sustainability: Brookfield is a sustainable
community in all aspects – from the
environment to the economy – and leads in
responsible community growth and
redevelopment.

 Reduction in per capita potable water usage.

Public Works Department

 Reduction in per capita landfill waste.

Annual City Development
Report

 Creation of zoning and site development standards
that encourage sustainable building and site
development.
 Inventory of LEED or other sustainable certified
buildings and/or sites.
 Number of officials and staff who complete
sustainability training.

Actual
Result,
Year
______

Community Development
Department
All City departments with
potential sustainable
practices

 Jobs per capita stabilized toward 1:1 ratio.
 Establishment and implementation of a sustainability
impacts decision guide or matrix, with annual report
of City activities.
Destinations: Brookfield celebrates its unique
heritage and memorable destinations
including a vibrant civic district, commercial
corridors, and cultural and recreational
destinations.
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Progress Measure(s)

Source(s)



Maintenance of acceptable Level of Service
ratings for main roads.



Stable or decreasing auto accident rates.



Increase in mileage and connectivity of
bicycle/pedestrian routes.



Increase in transit ridership within Brookfield

Parks, Recreation and
Forestry Department



Increasing in percentage of workers who carpool
or take other modes to work.

Community Development
Department

Actual
Result,
Year
______

Traffic Impact Analyses
U.S. Census/American
Community Survey
Public Works Department

Police Department
Waukesha Metro Transit
Milwaukee County Transit
System
Community Value: Brookfield enjoys
exceptional services at reasonable costs, a
competitive cost of living, and an attractive
business environment.

Regionalism: Brookfield embraces
collaboration with neighboring and
overlapping communities and education
providers.



City and City/School District tax rates competitive
with comparable communities in Wisconsin

Finance Department



Maintenance of favorable bond rating.



Completion of citizen surveys – every five years or
more.

Community Development
Department



Completion of Quality of Life Matrix that measures
open space changes, special place creation, etc.
– annually or biannually.



See 2019 Economic Development Program for
additional business environment indicators.



Accomplish local goals and responsibilities in the
City’s continued participation with ongoing and
future regional initiatives (e.g., Milwaukee 7,
Southeastern Wisconsin Regional Planning
Commission, Waukesha County Center for Growth).
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Implementation Programs and Initiatives
Figure 14 – used by departments annually to guide budgets, projects, objectives, and
evaluations – provides a detailed list and timeline of the major actions that the City
intends to complete to implement this Plan, subject to Common Council decisions and
other priorities that may emerge. Often, such actions will require substantial
cooperation with others, including surrounding local governments and local property
owners. Figure 14 has five different columns of information, described as follows:

 Major Implementation Activities. The first column lists the actual steps, strategies,

and actions recommended to implement key aspects of the Plan. This list does not
generally include ongoing activities advised elsewhere in this Plan, but rather
focuses on specific major actions that may need to be separately budgeted or
placed in a work program. The recommendations are for City actions, recognizing
that many of these actions may not occur without cooperation from others.

 Chapter Reference. The second column provides the primary chapter(s) of this

Plan where the recommended implementation step is described in greater detail.
 Recommended Implementation Timeframe. The third column responds to the
comprehensive planning statute, which requires implementation actions to be
listed in a “stated sequence.” The suggested timeframe for the completion of
each recommendation reflects the priority attached to the recommendation.
Suggested implementation timeframes span the next ten years. “High Priority”
projects should ideally be initiated within two years of Plan adoption; “Medium
Priority” within five years or so; and “Lower Priority” within ten years or so. In certain
cases, “High Priority” items are ongoing activities that may continue to have a high
priority over the planning period. Timeframes for implementation activities may be
adjusted to capture unique opportunities when they arrive or to reflect changes in
Common Council priorities.
 Primary Parties Responsible for Implementation & Potential Partners. The fourth
column lists the parties or groups that may be primarily responsible for leading or
carrying out the particular action, and other groups that may be partners in
implementation, based on invitations from the City.
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Figure 14: Major Plan Implementation Activities
Chapter Reference

Recommended
Primary Parties Responsible for
Implementation
Implementation and Invited Partners
Timeframe

Continue to evolve Brookfield’s business parks to remain
competitive within the region by encouraging
renovation of outdated office spaces; allowing for new
amenities such as coffee shops, gyms, and dining
options; and increasing bike trail and pedestrian access
within business parks.

Chapter Two: Land Use

High Priority

Adopt text amendments to zoning, subdivision, and sign
regulations as necessary to help implement the Plan.

Chapter Two: Land Use

Major Implementation Activities

Chapter Four: Jobs and
Shopping




High Priority



Community Development
Department
Community Development Authority

Community Development
Department
City Administration
Inspections Department
Public Works Department

Continue to improve bike and pedestrian facilities by
completing the Greenway trail system, installing
sidewalks along all major roads, and ensuring safer and
more convenient crossings of major roads.

Chapter Nine:
Transportation

High Priority





Consider establishing unique “themes” for Greenway
trail segments.

Chapter Five: Natural
Resources and
Recreation

High Priority



Parks, Recreation and Forestry
Department

Explore ways to modernize and enhance digital
communications internally and with residents, businesses,
property owners, and visitors.

Chapter Ten: Community
Value

High Priority





City Administration
Information Technology Department
Visit Brookfield

Develop an approach/schedule to update existing
Targeted Investment Area plans, prioritizing the
Bluemound Road/I-94 Area, Northwest Gateway, and
Brookfield Road & Capitol Drive TIA plans.

Chapter Eight:
Destinations

High Priority



Community Development
Department

Prepare a Bluemound Road Corridor Revitalization Plan

Chapter Eight:
Destinations

High Priority



Community Development
Department
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Chapter Reference

Recommended
Primary Parties Responsible for
Implementation
Implementation and Invited Partners
Timeframe

Implement the recommendations of the Park and Open
Space Plan, update every 5 years, considering new
ideas from this Comprehensive Plan.

Chapter Five: Natural
Resources and
Recreation

High Priority



Parks, Recreation and Forestry
Department

Continue and enhance various efforts to preserve the
integrity and quality of the City’s existing neighborhoods.

Chapter Three: Housing
and Neighborhoods

High Priority



Community Development
Department
Public Works Department
Police Department
City Administration
Community Development
Department
Parks, Recreation and Forestry
Department
Public Works Department

Monitor grant funding opportunities, particularly those
identified in an appendix to this Plan.

Chapter Four: Jobs and
Shopping

High Priority

Chapter Five: Natural
Resources and
Recreation








Chapter Six: Education
Chapter Seven:
Sustainability
Chapter Eight:
Destinations
Where appropriate, allow aging office and excess retail
development to transition to mixed use developments
that include a carefully planned blend of commercial
uses, housing options, public amenities, and
transportation options, or to redevelop with updated
similar or like use if market conditions are supportive.

Chapter Eight:
Destinations

Allow a broader range of housing types (including
condominiums, duplexes, and market rate apartments)
within Targeted Investment Areas for empty nesters,
young adults and couples, and employees of Brookfield
businesses.

Chapter Three: Housing
and Neighborhoods

Chapter Twelve: Implementation

High Priority




High Priority



Community Development
Department
Community Development Authority

Community Development
Department
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Chapter Reference

Recommended
Primary Parties Responsible for
Implementation
Implementation and Invited Partners
Timeframe

Design and build roadways to provide safe travel for all
users, including people walking, riding bicycles, driving
cars, and using public transportation.

Chapter Nine:
Transportation

High Priority



Public Works Department

Strategically purchase land as it becomes available for
the purpose of encouraging private-sector
redevelopment of outdated office, retail, and
commercial areas after a properly vetted process with
elected officials.

Chapter Two: Land Use

Medium Priority



Community Development
Department
Community Development Authority

Manage implementation of potential transportation
improvements identified in this Plan including:

Chapter Nine:
Transportation





Chapter Four: Jobs and
Shopping

Facilitate regional Bus Rapid Transit, local circulator,
and bus connections to major destinations within
the City, especially on the Bluemound Road
corridor, as a way to maintain a strong local
economy.



High Priority




Community Development
Department
Public Works Department
Waukesha County, South Eastern
Wisconsin Regional Planning
Commission (invited)



Medium Priority

Participate in the completion of an Environmental
Impact Statement to study a possible future
interchange from I-94.

See Capital
Improvement
Program for
Priorities

Consider other improvements identified in Chapter Nine:
Transportation and Map 6.
Manage implementation of community facility and utility
improvements identified in this Plan.

Chapter Ten: Community
Value

See Capital
Improvement
Program for
Priorities



Public Works Department

Provide additional cultural, civic, and public gathering
spaces, such as public parks, splash pads, public
markets, or beer gardens as City budgets permit.

Chapter Eight:
Destinations

Medium Priority



Community Development
Department
Parks, Recreation and Forestry
Department
Visit Brookfield
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Chapter Reference

Implement the recommendations of the Economic
Development Program; update that Program as
needed.

Chapter Four: Jobs and
Shopping

Increase local access to technology-based training and
higher education in part by bringing new facilities to
Brookfield.

Chapter Six: Education

Advance the historic preservation approach outlined in
this Plan.

Recommended
Primary Parties Responsible for
Implementation
Implementation and Invited Partners
Timeframe
Medium Priority




Medium Priority



Chapter Eight:
Destinations

Medium Priority





Expand the formal sustainability efforts within City
government, potentially integrating sustainability into
training, strategic planning, policy, and budgeting.

Chapter Seven:
Sustainability

Medium Priority




Leverage the strengths of the Baby Boomer and
Generation X population, including a mentor program
with younger generations.

Chapter Four: Jobs and
Shopping

Lower Priority





Work to establish a known “Brookfield Experience,”
possibly including branding and marketing Brookfield as
a “Garden City,” additional public art installations,
and/or a botanical garden or similar space.

Chapter Eight:
Destinations

Develop an awareness and marketing campaign
related to the education and housing initiatives
identified in this Plan.

Chapter Three: Housing
and Neighborhoods

Partner to expand local food availability and awareness,
potentially including an expanded farmers’ market.

Chapter Seven:
Sustainability

Chapter Six: Education
Lower Priority








Lower Priority



Lower Priority





Chapter Six: Education
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Community Development
Department
Economic Development Committee
Community Development
Department
Economic Development Committee
Education Providers (invited)
Community Development
Department
Elmbrook Historical Society (invited)
Community Development
Department
City Administration
Finance Department
Community Development
Department
Economic Development Committee
Chamber of Commerce (invited)
Educational institutions (invited)
City Administration
Community Development
Department
Parks, Recreation and Forestry
Department
Community Development
Department
Real estate community (invited)
Educational institutions (invited)
Community Development
Department
Farmers’ Market Organizers (invited)
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